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1

About this Guide
This guide describes the basic layout of the One Identity Manager tools' user interface,
using the Manager as an example. It explains the standard functions of the One Identity
Manager tools. The guide also contains a collection of quick reference guides to common
functions of the One Identity Manager.
This guide is intended for end users, system administrators, consultants, analysts, and any
other IT professionals using the product.
NOTE: This guide describes One Identity Manager functionality available to the
default user. It is possible that not all the functions described here are available to
you. This depends on your system configuration and permissions.
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2

Logging into One Identity Manager
Tools
When you start one of the One Identity Manager tools, a default connection dialog
box opens.
Figure 1: Default connection dialog

When you log in, you need to be aware of the difference between a database user and a
user of individual One Identity Manager tools (system user). More than one system user
may work with the same database account.
Login takes place in two steps:
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l

Selecting the database connection to log in to the database

l

Selecting the authentication method and finding the system user for logging in
Permitted system user IDs are determined by the authentication module you select.
The One Identity Manager provides different authentication parameters.
NOTE: When you start the program, it tries to restore the last used connection. This
might lead to a delay resulting in an error if you frequently swap between
connections to other database servers.
To prevent the previous connection restoring, create the following registry key:
HKEY_CURRENT_USER\Software\One Identity\One Identity Manager\Global\Settings\
[RestoreLastConnection]="false"

Detailed information about this topic
l

Logging into a One Identity Manager Database as a Database User on page 9

l

Logging into One Identity Manager Administration Tools as a System User on page 14

Logging into a One Identity Manager
Database as a Database User
To select an existing connection
l

Select the connection under "Select Connection" in the connection dialog box.
NOTE: Newly created connection are only shown in the list after the program has
been restarted.

To create a new connection to a One Identity Manager database under
SQL Server
1. Click Add new connection under "Select Connection" and select the system type
SQL Server.
2. Click Next.
3. Enter the connection data for the database server.
Table 1: SQL Server Database Connection Data
Data

Description

Server

Database server.

Windows

Specifies whether Windows authentication is used.
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Data

Description

authentication This type of authentication is not recommended. If you decide to
use it anyway, ensure that your environment supports Windows
authentication.
User

Database user.

Password

Database user password.

Database

Database.

4. Select Test connection in the Options menu.
This attempts to connect the database with the given connection data. You are
prompted to confirm a message about the test.
NOTE: Use Options | Advanced options to make further changes to the
database connection configuration settings.
5. Click Finished.
Figure 2: Connection Data Dialog Box under SQL Server

To create a new connection to a One Identity Manager database under Oracle
1. Click Add new connection under "Select Connection" and select the system
type Oracle.
2. Click Next.
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3. Enter the connection data for the Oracle instance.
Table 2: Oracle Database Connection Data
Data

Description

Direct access (without
Oracle client)

Set this option for direct access.
Deactivate this option for access via Oracle Clients.
Which connection data is required, depends on how
this option is set.

Server

Database server.

Port

Oracle instance port.

Service name

Service name.

User

Oracle database user.

Password

Database user password.

Data source

TNS alias name from TNSNames.ora.

4. Select Test connection in the Options menu.
This attempts to connect the database with the given connection data. You are
prompted to confirm a message about the test.
NOTE: Use Options | Advanced options to make further changes to the
database connection configuration settings.
5. Click Finished.
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Figure 3: Connection Data Dialog Box under Oracle

To set up a new connection to the application server
1. Click Add new connection under "Select Connection" and select the system type
Application server.
2. Click Next.
3. Enter the address (URL) for the application server.
4. If you access an application server secured through SSL/TLS, configure additional
settings for the certificate:
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l

l

l

l

If the certificate's server name matches the application server's URL and, if
the server certificate can be successfully validated, the server name displayed
in green next the URL. By clicking on the server name next to the URL, you can
get information about the certificate. You can select a certificate required for
logging in, under Pin server certificate.
If the certificate's server name does not match the application server's URL or,
if the server certificate cannot be successfully verified, the server name
displayed in red next the URL. You decide whether to trust the certificate.
If a client certificate is expected according to the SSL settings, select the
certificate under Select client certificate and decide how to verify the
certificate. You can choose between "Find by subject name", "Find by issuer
name" and "Find by thumbprint".
If you want use a self-signed certificate, set the option Accept self-signed
certificate.

5. Select Test connection in the Options menu.
This attempts to connect the database with the given connection data. You are
prompted to confirm a message about the test.
NOTE: Use Options | Advanced options to make further changes to the
database connection configuration settings.
6. Click Finished.
Figure 4: Dialog box for connecting to the application server

Related Topics
l

Logging into One Identity Manager Administration Tools as a System User on page 14
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Logging into One Identity Manager
Administration Tools as a System User
Following the database login, the user must log in as a system user to the started program.
Permitted system user IDs are determined by the authentication module you select.
To log in to One Identity Manager tools with a system user identifier
1. Select the authentication module under "Authentication method" in the connection
dialog box.
This displays a list of all available authentication modules.
2. Enter the login data for the system user ID.
Which login data you require depends on the authentication module selected.
3. Click Log in.
The connection data is saved and made available for the next login.
Figure 5: Connection Dialog Box with Administration Tool Login

If you have entered a system user ID that is not supported by the selected authentication
module, the following error message appears:
[810284] Failed to authenticate user.
[810015] Login for user {0} failed.
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[810017] Wrong user name or password.
Repeat the login by selecting another authentication module or another system user ID.
NOTE: After initial schema installation, only the authentication modules "system
user" and "ComponentAuthenticator" and the role-based authentication modules are
enabled in the One Identity Manager.

Related Topics
l

Logging into a One Identity Manager Database as a Database User on page 9

l

Enabling Authentication Modules on page 136
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3

The User Interface of the One
Identity Manager Tools
The following describes the layout of the user interface of the One Identity Manager tools,
using the example of the Manager. The basic elements and functions of the user interface
are the same for all of the One Identity Manager tools.
Certain components of the One Identity Manager’s graphical user interface are stored in
the One Identity Manager schema and can be tailored to suit customer requirements.
Menu items in the navigation structure, interface forms, and task definitions can be
configured in this way.
Menu items, interface forms and task definitions are assigned to permissions groups. The
user's effective components of the user interface depend on the authentication module
used for logging in to the One Identity Manager tools. If a user logs in to a One Identity
Manager tool, a system user is found and the available menu items, interface forms, task
definitions, and individual program functions are identified depending on the permission
groups to which this system user belongs and the adapted user interface is loaded.
Data is displayed as objects in the user interface. User interface objects are meta-objects.
You provide a selection of configurable elements, which describes how the data stored in
the database is perceived. These objects enable data to be distinguished by specific
properties. They provide an additional control function for configuring the user interface.
Hence, interface forms and tasks are linked to object definitions which means that different
forms and tasks are displayed in the user interface depending on which object is selected.
NOTE: See the One Identity Manager Configuration Guide for details on how to adapt
the user interface to your needs.

The User Interface Layout
You can control the One Identity Manager tools' graphical user interface with using mouse
and key combinations. A minimum screen resolution of 1280 x 1024 pixels is recommended
with at least 16 bit color for the best display.
The user interface consists of the following components:
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A. Title bar
In the title bar you can see the program icon, program name and connected database
shown as follows: <User>@<Database server>\<Database (description)>.
B. Menu bar
The menu bar gives you different menus and menu items. The menus Database and
Help are always there. If a database is open, you can see more menus.
C. Toolbar
Each program component comes with its own toolbar.
D. Editing area
The editing area has different views for displaying and editing data.
E. Status bar
The status bar shows various items of status information. Some status data is shown
by way of icons. Which icons are displayed is partially dependent on the program
settings selected.
Figure 6: Manager user interface

Related Topics
l

Status Bar Information on page 18

l

Menu Items in the Manager on page 19
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l

Views in the Manager on page 24

Status Bar Information
The status bar shows various items of status information. Some status data is shown
by way of icons. Which icons are displayed is partially dependent on the program
settings selected.
The status bar comes in different colors.
Table 3: Meaning of the Colors
Color

Meaning

none

Development environment database is connected.

Red

Simulation mode is enabled.

Green

Test environment database is connected.

Yellow

Productive environment database is connected.

Table 4: Status bar icons
Icon Meaning
Current user.
The DBQueue Processor was stopped.
The services were stopped.
The database is connected.
Database status (database activity such as loading or saving objects).
Quick edit is enabled.
The field definitions (technical tables and column names) are displayed.
Additional information on the navigation objects is displayed.
The database must be compiled.
The program is in simulation mode.
A warning has been written to the error log.
An error message has been written to the error log.
The database is in recovery mode. It is not possible to process data at this time.
The status bar also shows the following information:
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l

The connected database in the following format: <Server>\<database (description)>

l

The definition of the current object

l

The name of the activated form in the following format: <logical form>
[(<physical form>)]
TIP: Double-click the name in the status bar to copy the object definition, the form
name or the name of the database connection to the clipboard.

Related Topics
l

The User Interface Layout on page 16

l

Functions in Document View on page 35

l

Showing Column Names on page 39

l

Detailed Information about the User Interface on page 61

l

Current User on page 56

l

Compiling the Database on page 135

l

Working in Simulation Mode on page 99

l

Displaying Messages in the Error Log on page 128

l

Stopping the Entire System (emergency stop) on page 138

Menu Items in the Manager
Table 5: Meaning of Items in the Menu Bar
Menu

Menu Item

Database New connection...
Close connection

Meaning

Key combination

Creates a new database connection.

Ctrl + Shift +
N

Closes the current database connection.

Change
Opens a dialog box for editing change labels.
management... This menu item is only available in expert
mode.
Start/stop
simulation

The program switches to simulation mode or
working mode. This item is available when
the logged in user is authorized to use this
functionality.

Export data

A form opens in which you can confirm the
export data. This item is available when the
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Menu

Menu Item

Meaning

Key combination

logged in user is authorized to use this
functionality.

Object

Show deferred
operations

Deferred operations are displayed. This entry
is available only if the configuration
parameter "Common\DeferredOperation" is
enabled.

Pending
changes

Shows changes pending for objects and their
processing status.

Check data
consistency

This opens the consistency check form. This
item is available when the logged in user is
authorized to use this functionality.

Change
password...

The logged in user can change the password.

Settings...

For configuring general program settings.

Exit

Exits the program.

Alt + F4

New

A new object with the displayed object type
is added.

Ctrl + N

Save

Saves all changes to an object.

Ctrl + S

Set change
time stamp...

You can set the time of the change. This
entry is available only if the configuration
parameter "Common\DeferredOperation" is
enabled.

Delete

Deletes selected object.

Set deletion
time...

You can set the time that the object is
deleted. This entry is available only if the
configuration parameter "Common\DeferredOperation" is enabled.

Undo delete

After confirmation, the deletion process is
reversed. This option is only available if the
object was marked for deletion.

Discard
changes

Any unsaved form entries are discarded.

Ctrl + Shift +
D

Reload

The object is reloaded.

Ctrl + F5

Properties

Show other properties of the active object.
This menu item is only available in expert
mode.

CTRL + D
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Menu

Menu Item

Meaning

Key combination

Reapply
templates

All object templates are reapplied. This menu
item is available only in the object's master
data form.

Add to
favorites or
remove from
favorites

Add the current object to your favorites or
remove it from your favorites. These options
are shown alternately.

Ctrl + B

Back

Shows the previous form in the order in
which the forms were viewed.

Alt + Left
arrow

Forward

Shows the next form in the order in which the Alt + Right
forms were viewed.
arrow
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Menu

Menu Item

Meaning

Key combination

View

Navigation

Activates the navigation view.

CTRL + Q

Result list

Opens the result list.

Ctrl + R

Documents

Enables the current document.

Ctrl + O

Favorites

Shows or hides your favorites.

Task

Shows/hides task field.

Error log

Shows/hides the error log.

Process Inform- Shows or hides the process view.
ation

Plugin

TimeTrace
view

Shows or hides the TimeTrace view.

Database
search

Shows or hides the database search.

Home page

The start page is displayed.

Enable quick
edit mode

Enables or disables quick edit mode.

Close current
document

Closes the current document.

Close all
documents

Closes all open documents.

Enable
document

Shows all open documents. You can toggle
from one open document to the next.

Layout

Changes the layout of the program’s
interface.

Display field
definitions

The technical table and column names are
shown in the editing forms. This menu item is
only available in expert mode.

Display navigation objects

Displays the loaded navigation objects. This
entry is available only if the program setting
Show additional navigation information
is enabled.

Name of the

Shows the available plugins so that you can
apply them.

Plugins
Help

Community

F4

Ctrl + Shift +
L (load in
expert mode)

Opens the One Identity Manager community
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Menu

Menu Item

Meaning

Key combination

website.
Support Portal

Opens the One Identity Manager product
support website.

Training

Opens the One Identity Manager training
portal website.

Online
documentation

Opens the One Identity Manager
documentation website.

Search...

Opens the search dialog box.

Form help

Opens the help for this form.

Info...

Shows the version information for program.

F1

Table 6: Toolbar functions
Icon Meaning
Show homepage.
Show the previous form in the order in which the forms were viewed.
You can see the form history from the selection menu. You can select any form
you wish from here.
Show the next form in the order in which the forms were viewed.
You can see the form history from the selection menu. You can select any form
you wish from here.
Show/hide database search dialog.
Add a new object of that object type.
Saves changes.
Set time at which to save an object's changes.
This entry is available only if the configuration parameter
"Common\DeferredOperation" is enabled.
Deletes object.
Set time at which to delete the selected object.
This entry is available only if the configuration parameter
"Common\DeferredOperation" is enabled.
Redo delete.
This option is only available if the object is marked for deletion.
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Icon Meaning
Discard unsaved changes from the form.
Update object.
Add object to favorites.
Remove object from favorites.
Print form. Printer settings are configured in the configuration menu.

Views in the Manager
The editing area in the Manager has different views for displaying and editing data.
Table 7: Views in the editing area
View

Description

Navigation
overview

The navigation view shows suggested navigation starting points for the
current user.

Result list

When you select a menu item in the navigation view, the result lists shows
all the objects that correspond to the object definition and the conditions of
the menu item.

Document
view

The document view shows the forms to edit a selected object.

Task view

The task view shows the tasks and reports available for an object.

Favorites
list

This view is used to compile individual menu items into a user-specific
favorites list.

Error log

The error log shows errors and warnings that occurred when working with
the Manager.

This view is used to analyze the process data resulting from data changes.
Process
Information
TimeTrace
view

In this view you can track changes to an object that were made up to any
point in the past.

Detailed information about this topic
l

The User Interface Layout on page 16

l

Functions in the Navigation View on page 27

l

Functions in the Result List on page 31

l

Functions in Document View on page 35
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l

Functions in the Task View on page 33

l

Functions in the Favorites List on page 34

l

Displaying Messages in the Error Log on page 128

l

Displaying Messages in the Database Journal on page 131

l

Analyzing Data from the Process Monitoring System on page 84

l

Analyzing Historical Data with TimeTrace on page 90

Selecting the Display Mode
The Manager can display the editing area in standard mode or expert mode. The layout of
the default view varies between modes. The current user's layout is saved in the user
configuration so that when you restart the program the last layout you used is shown.

Detailed information about this topic
l

Simple Display Mode on page 25

l

Expert Mode on page 26

Simple Display Mode
To select simple display mode:
1. Select Database | Settings... from the menu.
2. On the User tab, disable the option Enable expert mode.
3. Click OK.
In simple display mode, as well as the default layout there are two other layouts
(View 1, View 2).
To change the layout:
l

l

To set a layout, in the menu click View | Layout | View 1 or View |
Layout | View 2.
To reset the layout to default values, on the menu click View | Layout |
Reset default.

Related Topics
l

Expert Mode on page 26
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Expert Mode
To select expert mode:
1. Select Database | Settings... from the menu.
2. On the User tab, select the option Enable expert mode.
3. Click OK.
In expert mode you can use the mouse to change the position and size of the editing
windows in the user interface. Use the pin on a window's title bar to enable or disable
"Auto-Hide" mode. When this mode is enabled the selected window slides into or out of the
area. To select a window in "Auto-Hide" mode use the icon in the navigation bar at the side.
To change the layout:
l

To save the layout, on the menu click View | Layout | Save and enter a Name.

l

To load a layout, go to View | Layout | Load or Ctrl + Shift + L.

l

To reset the layout to default values, on the menu click View | Layout |
Reset default.

There are other menu items and functions available in expert mode.
Table 8: Other menu items in expert mode
Menu

Menu Item

Meaning

Key Combination

Database Change
Opens a dialog box for editing change labels.
management...
View

Object

Display field
definitions

The technical table and column names are
shown in the editing forms.

Layout\Save

Save the current layout.

Layout\Load

Load a layout.

Properties

Show other properties of the active object.

Ctrl + Shift +
L

Table 9: Additional context menu items
Context
menu

Meaning

Definition

This shows advanced technical information about configuring a menu item.
This menu item is only available in navigation view. The option "Show
additional navigation objects" must also be enabled in the program
settings.

Properties... Shows other properties of the object.
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Related Topics
l

Simple Display Mode on page 25

l

Showing Column Names on page 39

l

Detailed Information about the User Interface on page 61

l

Displaying Advanced Properties of an Object on page 72

Functions in the Navigation View
The navigation structure of the user interface is hierarchical and allows users to drill down
to the selection of an object definition. The top level of the hierarchy is used to classify the
data managed by One Identity Manager into specified categories. Categories include a
range of different menu items. Select a category on the category tab. You can configure
additional settings in the configuration menu.
Figure 7: Navigation view in the Manager with the "Organizations" category
as an example

The following types of menu items are used within a category:
l

Fixed menu items that sort a category's objects according to various criteria.

l

Data-dependent menu items to display a hierarchical structure within a table.
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TIP: If menu items are linked to preprocessor-relevant configuration parameters, the
preprocessor conditions are shown behind the menu items. Enable "Show additional
navigation options" in the program settings.
Specific mouse commands are available:
l

l

You can open or close a menu item by double-clicking on the entry name.
Click the name of the menu item to show the found objects in the result list, as long
as a corresponding object for that object type is found. If there are no objects for a
defined menu item, the result list is empty.

Table 10: General key combinations for the navigation view
Key combination

Action

CTRL + Q

Activate navigation structure.

Down arrow, Up arrow, Page Down, Page Up,
Home, End

Move up/down the navigation
structure.

<+> or Right arrow

Open menu item.

<-> or Left arrow

Close menu item.

Enter

Select an entry.

F5

Update the navigation view.

The navigation view has its own context menu. Menu commands are shown or hidden
depending on the selected menu item.
Table 11: Items in the navigation view context menu
Context
Meaning
Menu Item
New

A new object with the selected object type is added. Already entered insert
values are applied.

Open on
new tab

The object is opened in a new form in the document view.

Refresh
view

Updates the navigation view.

Search...

The system searches for objects in the navigation.

Add to my
Copies the selected menu item to the My One Identity Manager
One Identity category. This helps you navigate quickly to frequently used menu items.
Manager
The data is saved in the user configuration.
Add to
favorites

Adds the selected object to your favorites.
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Context
Meaning
Menu Item
Remove
from
favorites

Removes the selected object from your favorites.

Show
process
information

The process view shows the process data for the selected object.

Task

The available tasks for the object are displayed and you can run the
desired task.

Definition

Shows more details about configuring a menu item. This menu item is only
available in expert mode.

Show
deferred
operations

Shows the deferred operations for the objects in this category. This entry is
available only if the configuration parameter "Common\DeferredOperation" is enabled.

The navigation view features a configuration bar with its own configuration menu. Press
>> to open the configuration menu.
Table 12: Entries in the navigation view configuration menu
Entry in configuration menu

Meaning

Show more categories

More categories are shown in the list. The category icon is
removed from the configuration bar.

Show fewer categories

More categories in the list are hidden. These are represented by
icons in the configuration bar.

Settings...

The program settings appear.

Add or remove
categories

You can remove or add categories from the list (filter function).

Related Topics
l

My One Identity Manager on page 30

l

Customizing Program Settings on page 57

l

Detailed Information about the User Interface on page 61

l

Analyzing Data from the Process Monitoring System on page 84

l

Scheduling Operations Activation Times on page 94
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My One Identity Manager
The category My One Identity Manager shows the user-specific entries in the Manager.
All the available infosystems and specific reports for the current user are shown here. In
this category you can create and apply user-specific filters.
To copy a menu item into the My One Identity Manager category:
l

Click Add to My One Identity Manager in the context menu.
This helps you navigate quickly to frequently used menu items. The data is saved in
the user configuration.

To remove a menu item from the My One Identity Manager category:
l

Click Remove from My One Identity Manager in the context menu.

Table 13: Additional entries in the context menu for the My One Identity
Manager category
Context Menu
Item

Meaning

Remove from My
One Identity
Manager

Removes the selected menu item from this category.

New filter...

Search criteria for database queries are saved as filters.

Edit filter...

The selected filter can be edited.

Remove filter

Deletes the selected filter.

Attach...

The selected filter is attached to a category. When you select a
category, all objects that correspond to the filter are shown on a
separate form page.

Export filter...

Exports the selected filter as an XML file.

Import filter...

Imports filters that exist as XML files.

Related Topics
l

Using Permanent Filters on page 66

l

Attaching Filters on page 72

l

Exporting and Importing Filters on page 71
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Functions in the Result List
The result list shows all the objects that correspond to the object definition and the
conditions of the selected menu entry. Select an entry from the list. The object is loaded
and the first available form appears in the document view. If there are no objects for
the selected menu entry, the document view continues to show the most recently
selected form.
A list title is shown in the title bar of the result list. This depends on which menu item in the
navigation structure was used to select the object. This list title also contains the number of
elements in a list.
Figure 8: Examples of a result list

In the result list, an object is marked with the symbol that was set when the interface was
configured. If an object is deleted by the One Identity Manager Service, the object is
initially marked for deletion. It is permanently deleted only after a set time period. Objects
that are selected for deletion are marked with the icon .
NOTE: Objects marker for deletion are struck through on the overview form.
By default, an object is loaded when it is double-clicked and the first available form
appears in the document view.
To load objects with a single click:
1. Select Database | Settings... from the menu.
2. On the User tab, enable the option Use single clicks.
3. Click OK.
Select single objects one after the other to update the opened form in the document view.
Only one form is open at a time.
To display multiple forms in the document view:
l

Use Alt + Click or click Open on new tab from the context menu to open the
objects.
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This means that you can quickly switch between objects without having to reload the
object from the list again. The forms stay open when you switch between categories.
To edit multiple objects at the same time:
1. Select the objects in the result list using Shift + Click or Ctrl + Click.
2. Open the master data form either by pressing Enter, clicking the corresponding icon
in the result list or clicking Tasks | Edit master data in the context menu.
New objects appear in the result list under the entry "New items". Used objects appear in
the result list under the entry "Last used".
To show the most recently used objects:
1. Select Database | Settings... from the menu.
2. On the User tab, enable the Show recently used objects option and set the
Object type count.
3. Click OK.
Table 14: General key combinations for the result list
Key combination

Action

Ctrl + R

Enable result list.

Down arrow, Up arrow, Page Down,
Page Up, Home, End

Move up/down the list.

Enter, ALT + Enter

Open an item.

Shift + Click + Enter or Ctrl + Click
+ Enter

Select multiple entries and open the master data
form to edit multiple entries.

F5

Update the result list.

The result list has its own toolbar and context menu.
Table 15: Toolbar functions
Icon

Function
Edit. Opens the master data form.
New. Creates a new object.
Delete. Deletes the object.
Undo delete. Redo delete.
Reload the data. Reloads the objects.
Search. Search in result list.
Filter. Filter result list.
Export result list.
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Table 16: Entries in the Result List Context Menu
Context
Menu Item

Meaning

New

A new object with the selected object type is added. Already entered
insert values are applied.

Delete

The selected object is deleted once the security prompt is confirmed.

Undo delete

After confirming the security prompt, the object is undeleted. This option
is only available if the object was marked for deletion.

Open on new
tab

The object is opened in a new form in the document view.

Search...

The system searches for objects in the navigation.

Add to
favorites

Adds the selected object to your favorites.

Remove from
favorites

Removes the selected object from your favorites.

Show process
information

The process view shows the process data for the selected object.

Task

The available tasks for the object are displayed and you can run the
desired task.

Properties...

Show other properties of the active object. This menu item is only
available in expert mode.

Related Topics
l

Expert Mode on page 26

l

Filtering Lists on page 63

l

Displaying Advanced Properties of an Object on page 72

l

Multiple Object Edit on page 74

l

Exporting Data on page 104

Functions in the Task View
When you select an object, the task view shows the tasks and title of available reports. To
run a task or open a report, select an item in the task view. Use the tooltip to show a more
detailed description of a task or a report.
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Figure 9: Task view

TIP: If tasks are linked to preprocessor-relevant configuration parameters, the
preprocessor conditions are shown behind the tasks. Enable "Show additional
navigation options" in the program settings.

Related Topics
l

Detailed Information about the User Interface on page 61

l

Displaying Reports on page 74

Functions in the Favorites List
You can save links to frequently viewed objects to your favorites.
Figure 10: favorites list

To add an item to your favorites:
l

Select the entry and select Add to favorites in the context menu.
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To remove from favorites:
l

Select the entry and select Remove from favorites in the context menu.

The favorites list has its own toolbar and context menu.
Table 17: Meaning of items in the specific toolbar
Icon

Meaning
Sort your favorites alphabetically.
Sort your favorites by object type.
Delete all favorites.
Delete selected favorites.

Table 18: Items in the favorites context menu
Context
Menu Item

Meaning

Open on new
tab

The object is opened in a new form in the document view.

Search...

The system looks for objects in the favorites list.

Remove
selected
favorites

The selected favorites are removed from the favorites list.

Task

A submenu shows all the tasks that are available for the selected object.
Select one of the tasks to open the relevant form.

Properties...

Show other properties of the active object. This menu item is only
available in expert mode.

Related Topics
l

Displaying Advanced Properties of an Object on page 72

Functions in Document View
When you select an object in the result list, the first available form is displayed in
document view. As a minimum, the following forms are displayed for each editable object:
l

Overview form
This form is used only to display selected data for an object.

l

Master data form
Use this form to change the object data.
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Every form has a form tab bar that displays the selected object according to a set display
template. Objects that were marked as "pending" in the synchronization process are now
labeled [Outstanding].
Every form has a context menu with form-specific entries. In expert mode, go to
Settings... on the form's context menu to see more object settings and the permissions.
Figure 11: Form

To open the forms for an object:
l

l

l

When you select an object on the result list, the first form always opens (usually the
overview form).
From the result list, select single objects one after the other to update the opened
form in the document view. Only one form is open at a time.
To open other forms, select the task from the task view or from the form's
context menu.

To display multiple forms in the document view:
l

Use Alt + Click or click Open on new tab from the context menu to open
the objects.
This means that you can quickly switch between objects without having to reload the
object from the list again. The forms stay open when you switch between categories.

To close the forms:
l

From the menu, select View | Close active document or View | Close
all documents.

By default, an object‘s overview form is displayed first. You can, however, configure the
program to show the edit form for the object first, which allows faster editing.
To enable quick edit mode:
l

Use the

symbol in the result list.

It is only possible to quick edit the selected object.
l

From the menu, select View | Quick edit
Restart the program to enable quick edit mode.
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l

Go to Database | Settings... and enable the option Enable quick edit mode.
Quick edit mode remains enabled even if you restart the program.

The status bar in the Manager also shows the following information when you open a form:
l

l

The definition of the current object
The name of the activated form in the following format: <logical form>
[(<physical form>)]
TIP: Double-click the name in the status bar to copy the object definition and the
form name to the clipboard.

The forms use different controls and functions.

Related Topics
l

Detailed Information about the User Interface on page 61

l

Displaying Advanced Properties of an Object on page 72

Overview form
Form elements are used to display the information in the overview forms.
Figure 12: Example of Elements in an Overview Form

The display text of the menu item, the display text for the objects to be shown and the
menu item icon are displayed in the header of a form element. Other data represents the
object properties and values. There is a tooltip for each property showing a description for
use. Some form element entries are highlighted in color when you click on them with the
mouse. You can jump to the referenced object by clicking on the entry with the mouse.
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If the form element is used for mapping lists, the items are displayed with their names.The
number of items is shown in the form element header. There is an icon in the header for
showing and hiding the items. There is an icon in the header for showing and hiding the
items. A tooltip is also shown for the list items.
Table 19: Form Element Icon
Icon

Meaning
Show list items.
Hide list items.

NOTE: Objects marker for deletion are struck through on the overview form.

Input Field
Input fields are used to edit strings, numbers and dates. A default context menu is
available for input fields. Mandatory input fields are marked with a triangle . Whether an
input field is mandatory or not depends on the minimum column length defined in the
model tables. Other mandatory fields are defined in the customizers.
Figure 13: Input field with mandatory field

TIP: You can enlarge input fields to add multiple rows of text by pressing Ctrl + Alt
+ Enter.

Labeling changed data
Changes to data are labeled with extra icons in front of the modified value. As long as the
changes have not been saved, you can restore them by clicking on the icon.
Figure 14: Labeling changed data

Table 20: Labeling the input fields when data changes
Icon Meaning
Changed value. The value is not yet saved. Click the icon to discard the change.
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Icon Meaning
The value will be changed at a specified time. You can change the value only at the
specified time.
The value will be changed at a specified time.

Related Topics
l

Scheduling Operations Activation Times on page 94

Showing Column Names
The column name is shown for every input field. If the full column name is too long to
display, it is shortened with [...]. Use a tooltip to display the full name.
In expert mode, you can show the technical names of the columns, in the format
column@table.
l

Select View | Show field definition in the menu.

Related Topics
l

Expert Mode on page 26

Translating Entries
If a column is marked as multilingual, an extra button

is displayed next to the input field.

To translate an entry:
1. Open the translation dialog box by pressing

next to the input field.

2. Use next to the translation field to delete a translation.
Use

next to the translation field to delete a translation.
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3. Click Save.
Figure 15: Translating Entries

NOTE: The translations are used only to display a value, for example, on the
overview form or in lists. The input fields to be edited still show the value entered in
the default language.
NOTE: All entries in the input field are in the configured default language. The value
is then translated into the required languages.

Entering a List of Permitted Values
If you have the option to set a list of permitted values for a column, the input field
looks like this:
l

If there is no defined list, enter the value in the simple input field that appears.

l

If there is a defined list, select the value from the selection list that appears.

Figure 16: Selecting from a list of permitted values

On standard forms, the control element is available only for the predefined columns and
customized columns (usually spare field no. 01- spare field no. 10).
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Entering multiple values
If a column is suitable for entering multiple values, you will see extra icons next to the
input field.
Figure 17: Entering multiple values

Table 21: Icons for entering multiple properties
Icon

Meaning
Insert data. A separate input form opens.
Delete data.

Setting Values
Use the slider to set a value within a defined range. The value appears next to the slider
and can be displayed in full with the tooltip. The color indicates how critical the value is
assessed to be.
Figure 18: Slider

Entering Scripts
This input field is used in the editors when the input data needs to have a specified syntax
(for example SQL, XML, Visual Basic .NET). It has an advanced edit mode which provides
additional actions.
To switch to advanced mode
l

Use the key combination CTRL + ALT + Enter or a the button in the right
bottom corner.
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Figure 19: Directly Entering a Database Query

Table 22: Meaning of Icon in Advanced Edit Mode
Icon

Meaning
Quitting advanced edit mode.
Undoes last change.
Redoes last change.
Cuts selected code.
Copies selected code into clipboard.
Inserts code from clipboard.
Deletes selected code.
Decreases insert.
Increases insert.
Shows/hides line numbers.
Inserts code snippet.
Word wrap automatically.
Search within code.

Additional input aids are provided for creating script code.

Syntax Highlighting
The input fields support syntax highlighting depending on the syntax type.

Auto-Completion
Auto-completion can be used when creating script code. The amount of scripted code to
enter is reduced by displaying the names of properties or functions that can be used.
Automatic completion is called with the key combination CTRL + SPACE at the
appropriate point in the editor. The contents of the list is determined by the key words
in the code.
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Entering Code Snippets
Input fields that required data in VB.Net syntax support code snippets. Standard code
snippets are available in the option "Visual Basic". The option "Object layer" contains
special code snippets for the One Identity Manager object layer.
You can insert code snippets using the following options:
1. Using the icon
l

Select the

in the menu bar.

l

Select the option "Object layer" or "Visual Basic".

l

Select the code snippet.

2. Using a shortcut
l

Press the F2 key.

l

Select the option "Object layer" or "Visual Basic".

l

Select the code snippet.

3. Using an aliases
l

Enter an alias.

l

Use Tab to insert the code snippet.
NOTE: Remember that the connection name is case sensitive.

NOTE: If you select the code snippet using a shortcut or the
tion and the shortcut name is displayed in a tooltip.

icon, a short descrip-

TIP: You can use custom code snippets. To do this, create a directory CustomSnippets
in the One Identity Manager installation directory to store the code snippets. Use
Visual Studio documentation to develop your own code snippets.

Inputting Values using Dollar ($) Notation
If you enter a "$" in fields which expect VB.Net expressions, a wizard opens. All properties
of the current object are displayed. You can also see a tooltip with a detailed description of
the property. If you select an FK column, you can navigate to the columns of the associated
table using the arrows keys. Exit the selection on the target column with Enter or by
double-clicking. The complete $ notation for your selection should now be shown in the
input column. Use Esc or exit the input field to close the list without accepting any data.
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Figure 20: Help List for Dollar Notation

Table 23: Meaning of the Symbols used in the Help List.
Icon

Meaning
Property of current object.
Primary key (PK).
Foreign key (FK).
Dynamic foreign key
Table
Special properties
Script

Table 24: Help List Functions
Shortcut

Action

Down arrow

Opens the help list.

Up arrow, down
arrow

Swaps to next or previous entry respectively.

Left arrow, right
arrow

Swaps from FK to parent object or back to the child object respectively.

Enter

Accepts the value in dollar notation.

Entering Database Queries
It is sometimes necessary to enter database queries. You can enter the SQL query directly
or with a wizard. Use
and
to switch to the appropriate view.
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Table 25: Meaning of the Icons
Icon

Meaning
Enter a database query as an SQL query.
Wizard for entering database queries.

Detailed information about this topic
l

Wizard for entering database queries on page 45

Wizard for entering database queries
The wizard helps you to formulate a condition (where clause) for database queries. The
complete database query is composed internally. It always refers to the database table
that is specified when you start the wizard.
Figure 21: Wizard for entering database queries

There are predefined operators to make it easier to create conditions. The operators are
underlined. Operators with a help entry for the permitted value (such as column selection,
data input or free text) are shown in parentheses (<<Operator>>).
To create a database query using the wizard:
1. Start the wizard by pressing

.

2. Create the database query.
l

l

When you hover over an operator, the cursor changes to a hand symbol.
If an operator has only two permitted values you can click to switch between
the values.
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l

Click an operator with more than two permitted values to open a selection list
showing the operator's permitted values.
Click to select the desired item and confirm using the button.
- OR Double-click the desired entry.

l

l

l

A selection window opens in which you can select all database columns of the
base object and its related objects. Use SQL name to switch between the
display name and the technical name of tables and columns.
For complex database queries, you have the option of linking several
conditions together. After each condition there is a row showing the logical
operator for the connection, followed by another row for the next condition.
Use the button in front of a condition to delete it from the query.
Press Expert view if you wish to enter the query yourself in SQL format. Click
Wizard view to switch back to the simple input mode.

3. click Next.
The preview shows all the entries that meet the defined condition.
4. click Next.
The database query condition is shown in SQL syntax.
5. Click Finished.

Entering Custom Filter Conditions
At certain points you can define custom filter conditions. The filter conditions are
formulated like a condition (WHERE clause) for a database query.
You can enter database queries directly or put them together with a wizard. Use
to switch to the appropriate view.
l

and

The comparison operators =, <>, <, >, <=, >= and like are supported for defining
conditions.

l

To link condition you can use the logical operators AND, OR and NOT.

l

You can use variables in your condition definitions. Variable must be masked.
Syntax: '$<variable>$'
NOTE: If the condition contains a dollar sign, which is not labeling a variable, it
must be masked with $.
Example: '300 $$' compared to the value '300 $'
TIP: If you enter a condition directly, you can access predefined variables with
the
button.
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Each condition is displayed in a special control in the wizard. The controls contain
connection points to logically join single conditions or delete single conditions. The
connection points are set if you mouse over the edge of the respective control.
Figure 22: Wizard for Entering Filters

To create a filter with a wizard
1. Click Create condition.
This inserts a control for the first condition.
2. Enter the condition.
a. Click the left-hand part of the condition and select the property to filter by.
The properties for filtering are listed. You can also define other properties and
use variables.
b. Specify the comparison operator. Click the comparison operator to change it.
Use the comparison operators =, <>, <, >, <=, >= and like to define conditions.
Specify the comparison value on the right-hand side of the condition.
c. You can enter a string for a comparison value or select a property from the list.
You can also use variables.
NOTE: To be able to switch to this input field at a later date, choose
Input field from the list.
3. To link condition you can use the logical operators AND, OR and NOT.
a. Mouse over the edge of the control to which you wish to create a link.
The connection points appear.
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b. Mouse over a connection point and select the connection.
This adds a new control for the next condition.
NOTE:To remove a control, select the connection point, Delete.

Selecting from Lists
Use the selection list to select an element.
NOTE: You can add to some selection lists, in which case an entry selection appears
in the list.
The extended selection list links to elements from a different database table. To better
display your hierarchical structures, from this selection list you can select from hierarchy
trees as well as flat structures.
Figure 23: Extended selection list

To select a value form an extended selection list
1. Open the selection list by clicking the arrow.
2. Click the entry once to enable or disable it, then close the selection list.
- OR Double-click the entry to enable or disable it.
The selection list closes automatically.
TIP: As you enter text in the input field, the system filters the selection data for you.
When you open the selection list you can see the entries that contain the text you
entered. If the entered text is clear, you can also select the entry with the Tab key.
To search in the selection list
1. Click the magnifying glass in the selection list title bar to open the search dialog.
2. Enter your search term.
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3. Set the option Case sensitive if required.
4. Start the search with Search or Enter.
5. Use F3 to continue searching.
6. End the search with Esc.

Selecting a Dynamic Entry
Some foreign key relationships are identified dynamically in One Identity Manager. There
are two steps to selecting a dynamic foreign key.
1. Specify the table in which the object should be identified.
2. Select the actual object.
Figure 24: Selecting dynamic entries

To specify a dynamic entry:
1. Click

next to the text box.

2. Under Table, select in the table in which to identify the object.
3. Select the actual object from the next list.
4. Click OK.

Setting a Date
As well as manually entering a date, you can copy a date into the input field from the
control. Open the control by pressing [...] next to a date input field.
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Figure 25: Control for setting a date

The title bar of the control repeats the name of the corresponding input field.
To select a date:
1. Today's date is identified by a colored border. Click Today to select today's date.
- OR Select the date from the calendar.
a. Use the arrow next to "Month Year" to choose the month and year or click
"Month Year".
b. Select the day by clicking it in the calendar.
2. Click OK.

Editing Login Times
Use this control to configure a user account's daily login times.
Figure 26: Login time control

The calendar shows a 7-day week, each box represents one hour. The configured login
times are shown in color, respectively. If a box is filled, login is allowed. If the box is
empty, login is refused.
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To specify login times
l

Select a time period with the mouse or keyboard.

l

Use the Assign button to permit logins at the specified times.

l

Use the Remove button to deny logins at the specified times.

l

Use the Reverse button to invert the selected time period.

l

Use the arrow keys to reset or repeat a selection.

Displaying Object Relations
This control element shows the relations between the One Identity Manager database
objects (Parent/ChildRelation).
l

l

Under Remove assignments you can see the list of allocated elements. You can
remove them from here.
Under Add assignments you can see all the elements.
Make new assignments or remove existing ones here. If allowed, you can use a filter
to further restrict the selection of elements you want to show.

To activate or deactivate an assignment
l

Make new assignments or remove existing ones here.
- OR -

l

Double-click an entry.
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Figure 27: Displaying assignments in the control element

Table 26: Meaning of icons in the control element
Icon

Meaning
Object is assigned to the selected base object.
Object is not assigned to an object.
Object is assigned to another object.

NOTE: In the list, assigned elements come before unassigned elements.
Table 27: Control element context menu items
Entry

Meaning

Assign

Assign object to the selected base object.
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Entry

Meaning

Remove

Remove assignment of object to base object.

Assign child objects

In a hierarchical structure, assign the selected object and its
child objects to the base object.

Remove child objects

In a hierarchical structure, remove the assignments of the
selected object and its child object to the base object.

Assign all objects

Assign all existing objects to the base object.

Remove all assignments

Remove all assignments to the base object.

Search...

Opens the search dialog.

Go to object

Go to the selected object.

Go to assigned object

Go to this object's assigned base object.

Show objects already
Objects that are assigned to other objects are shown under
assigned to other objects. Add assignments.
Hide objects already
Objects that are assigned to other objects are hidden from
assigned to other objects. Add assignments.

Displaying Assignments
The membership tree shows the direct and indirect assignments to a base object. It also
shows the source of the indirectly assigned objects. This means that the object was
assigned to a base object via a dynamic role, for example, or through inheritance.
l

l

Under Remove assignments you can see the list of allocated elements. You can
remove them from here.
Under Add assignments you can see all the elements.
Make new assignments or remove existing ones here. If allowed, you can use a filter
to further restrict the selection of elements you want to show.

To activate or deactivate an assignment
l

Make new assignments or remove existing ones here.
- OR -

l

Double-click an entry.
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Figure 28: Displaying assignments

Table 28: Meaning of icons in the membership tree
Icon Meaning
Object is assigned directly to the selected base object.
Object is assigned indirectly to the selected base object.
Object is assigned directly and indirectly to the selected base object.
Object is not assigned to a base object.
Inheritance stopped (applies only when assigning objects in hierarchical structures)
Indirect assignment.
Assignment through dynamic roles.
Assignment not yet effective. The DBQueue Processor has not yet calculated the
assignment.
NOTE: The list displays assigned elements before unassigned elements.
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Table 29: Entries in the membership tree context menu
Entry

Meaning

Assign

Directly assign the selected object to the base object.

Remove

Remove the assignment of the selected object to the base object.

Assign child
objects

In a hierarchical structure, assign the selected object and its child objects
to the base object.

Remove
In a hierarchical structure, remove the assignments of the selected object
child objects and its child object to the base object.
Assign all
objects

Directly assign all existing objects to the base object.

Remove all
Remove all direct assignments to the base object.
assignments
Search...

Opens the search dialog.

Go to object

Go to the selected object.

Extended
properties

Switches to the detailed form for the selected object, where you can make
additional assignments. A prerequisite for this is that the selected object is
assigned and this assignment has been saved.

NOTE: Use the Search... function to search the entire assignment tree for the
presence of specified text. The search sequence does not follow the displayed
hierarchical structure of the tree, but instead the internal structures of the control
element. As such, the search seems to jump through the tree at random. All records
are searched to find the requested object.

General Control Key Combinations
Table 30: General control key combinations
Key combination

Action

Tab or Shift + Tab, Left arrow, Right arrow, Down
arrow, Up arrow

Move within the controls.

Down arrow, Up arrow, Page Down, Page Up, Home,
End

Move in lists and in hierarchical
structures.

<+> or Right arrow

Open hierarchy level.

<-> or Left arrow

Close hierarchy level.

Space or Enter

Select an entry.
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Key combination

Action

Shift + Enter

Select multiple entries.

F4 or Alt + Down arrow

Open selection list.

Del

Remove entry from the list.

Current User
The program's status bar shows the name of the current user. Depending on the
authentication module used, this can be the full name of the person or the designation of
the current system user. Use the tooltip to show the full name of the current user and the
current system user.
To get more information about the current user
l

Double-click the

icon in the status bar to display more user information.

Table 31: Extra Information about the Current User
Property

Meaning

System user

Name of system user

Authenticated Name of the authentication module used for logging in.
by
Employee
UID
(UserUID)

Unique ID for the current user’s employee if an employee related authentication module is used to log in.

Read-only

The system user has only has read permissions. Modification to data are
not possible.

Dynamic user The current user uses a dynamic system user. Dynamic system users are
applied when a role-based authentication module is used.
Remarks

More details about the system user in use.

Permissions
group

Permissions groups that are assigned to the system user. Which user
interface and editing permissions apply depend on the permissions
groups.

Program
functions

Program functions assigned to the system user The menu items and
functions available depend on the program functions.

Related Topics
l

Which Authentication Module is the Current User Using? on page 123

l

Which Permissions Apply to the Current User? on page 125
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l

Which System User is the Current User Using? on page 124

l

Which Program Functions are Available to the Current User? on page 125

Changing the Current User's Password
To change the password:
1. Select Database | Change password....
2. Enter the old password under Old password.
3. Enter the new password under New password.
NOTE: The password must comply with the password policy. To display the
requirements, click Password requirements.
4. Repeat the new password under Confirm new password.
5. Save with OK.

Customizing Program Settings
To change the program settings
l

Select Database | Settings... from the menu.
NOTE: General configuration settings are preset in the configuration file
Manager.exe.config. Valid global configuration settings can also be defined through
the global configuration file Global.cfg in One Identity Manager's own format. The
configuration files are stored in the program directory. For more information, see the
One Identity Manager Configuration Guide.

Detailed information about this topic
l

User settings on page 57

l

Special Settings for Individual Program Components on page 59

l

General Program Settings on page 60

l

Available Plugins on page 61

User settings
Enter the program settings for the user on the User tab. These settings are stored in the
One Identity Manager database user configuration.
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Table 32: User Settings
Setting

Meaning

Clear
local
cache

Click this button to empty the local cache directory %LocalAppData%\One
Identity\One Identity Manager\Cache.

Show
balloon
help

Specifies whether speech bubbles, which provide information about program
functionality, are shown in the program.

Show
large
images in
the navigation

Specifies whether large or small icons are shown next to the categories in
navigation.

Show
additional
icons

Specifies whether icons are shown in the task list in addition to the descriptions.

Use single Specifies whether objects are selected from the result list with a double click
clicks
or a single click.
Use
technical
display
values

Specifies whether display names or technical names are used when collating
data exports.

Visible
root
nodes

Number of categories shown in the navigation at start up. Changes become
effective after a restart.

Enable
quick edit
mode

Specifies whether quick editing is enabled. By default, an object‘s overview
form is displayed first. You can, however, configure the program to show the
edit form for the object first, which allows faster editing. In order to do this
quick edit mode has to be enabled. Quick edit mode is indicated by an
additional icon in the program’s status bar.

Enable
expert
mode

Specifies whether expert mode is used. Setting this option switches the
program from standard view mode to advanced mode.

Enable list Specifies whether the number of elements shown in the result list and list
limit
items in controls should be limited.
Use
system
settings

If the option Enable list limit is set, the number of elements has to be
entered. There is a choice between the global system setting or the users
own setting.

Objects

Number of object for your personal list limit. If the number of results is
greater than the defined number a filter dialog is opened.
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Setting

Meaning

Form
history
length

Number of forms available to browse through in the form history. You find
the form history in the menus attached to the <Back> and <Forward>
buttons in the main toolbar.

Show
recently
used
objects

Specifies whether recently used objects are displayed. If this option is set,
the objects used last are shown in a separate node in the result list.

Object
This number specifies how many objects per object type are shown in the
type count menu, if the option Show recently used objects is enabled.

Related Topics
l

Customizing Program Settings on page 57

l

Selecting the Display Mode on page 25

l

Limiting List Sizes on page 62

l

Exporting Data on page 104

Special Settings for Individual Program
Components
On the Functionality tab, you can configure specific settings for individual program
components. The settings are relevant to the process view and are visible only when this
functionality has been activated. The settings are saved in the user configuration.
Table 33: Configuration of the Process Information View
Setting

Value

Meaning

Display range

Activities

Shows activity information (top hierarchy level).

Details

Shows information about activities and the related
details.

Single
steps

Shows information about activities, details and
individual steps at the select depth.

Single step
details

Basic
Shows single steps with a detail depth of "Basic informinformation ation".
Advanced
Shows single steps with a detail depth of "Enhanced
information information".
Full inform- Shows single steps with a detail depth of "Basic information
ation", "Enhanced information" and "Full information"
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Setting

Value

Meaning
(technical view).

Show whole tree

Show selected
processes
automatically

Active

Opens the whole tree hierarchy automatically on loading
the process information view.

Not active

Does not open the whole tree hierarchy on loading the
process information view.

Active

Opens the whole tree hierarchy automatically when a
process is selected.

Not active

Does not open the whole tree hierarchy when a process
is selected.

Related Topics
l

Customizing Program Settings on page 57

l

Configuring the Process Display on page 86

General Program Settings
Enter general program settings on the Application tab. These settings are saved in the
registry database on the workstation.
Table 34: General Program Settings
Setting

Meaning

Culture

Language selection for the One Identity Manager user interface. The initial
program login uses the system language for the user interface. Changes to
the language settings take effect after the program has been restarted.
The language is set globally for all One Identity Manager programs which
means that the language setting does not have to be configured for each
program individually.

Show
additional
navigation
information

If this option is set, additional navigation information for separate interface
components is shown.
NOTE: The option is not saved permanently. It has to be reset each
time the program is started.

Related Topics
l

Customizing Program Settings on page 57

l

Detailed Information about the User Interface on page 61

l

Enabling other Login Languages on page 133
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Available Plugins
The Plugins tab shows the available program plugins with a short description of
their features.
To enable or disable a plugin:
l

Double-click the plugin name.
NOTE: You can choose more plugins in the Manager menu by clicking Plugins.

Related Topics
l

Customizing Program Settings on page 57

Using Help
To see the help for a form in the Manager, click Help | Form help in the menu
or press F1.
With some forms, a separate dialog box appears. These have their own controls for
displaying the help files. Click the help icon (?) in the title bar to open the help for the form.
Every form also has a help display for the columns shown. Clicking on the help icon
changes the cursor into the help icon. Then when you click on a column description, tips for
using the column are displayed in the form of tooltips.

Detailed Information about the User
Interface
You will usually need to display more information about individual interface elements, such
as menu entries or forms, only if the program's user interface is edited.
To display detailed information
1. Select Database | Settings... from the menu.
2. On the tab Program enable the option Show additional navigation information.
3. Confirm your settings with OK.
NOTE: The option is not saved permanently. It has to be reset when the
program is started.
The following information appears:
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l

The form name is shown in the program's status bar in the following format:
<Logical form> [(<Physical form>)]
TIP: Double-click the form name to copy the name to the clipboard.

l

l

l

If menu entries or tasks are linked to preprocessor-relevant configuration
parameters, the preprocessor conditions are shown behind the menu items and
tasks.
In the program's menu bar under View you can go to Show navigation objects.
This opens a form that lists detailed information about the loaded menu items, forms
and form definitions.
In expert mode, the navigation view includes the context menu entry Definition.
This shows advanced technical information about configuring a menu item.

Related Topics
l

Expert Mode on page 26

l

Customizing Program Settings on page 57

Limiting List Sizes
Table 35: Configuration Parameter for Limiting Results
Configuration Parameter

Effect

Common\DBConnection\ListLimit

This configuration parameter specifies the
number of list entries above which the filter
request becomes effective

Common\DBConnection\WebListLimit This configuration parameter specifies the
number of list entries above which the filter
request in the web front becomes effective.
A filter dialog box is implemented in the to limit the number of elements displayed in the
result list or in control elements with list values (for example, in menus with lists). If the
number of results exceeds the limit, a filter dialog box opens.
You can specify the number of entries above which the filter dialog box comes into effect in
the configuration parameter "Common\DBConnection\ListLimit". In addition, the current
user can use the system setting or enter their own limit.
To use the system settings
1. Select Database | Settings... from the menu.
2. Select the option Enable list limit on the User tab.
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3. On the User tab, enable the option Use system settings
This setting applies the global value specified in the configuration parameter
"Common\DBConnection\ListLimit".
4. Click OK.
To use a personal limit
1. Select Database | Settings... from the menu.
2. Select the option Enable list limit on the User tab.
3. Disable the option Use system settings on the User tab and enter the number of
object you want to list in the Object box.
The personal limit overwrites the global value in the configuration parameter. Your
personal limit is saved in the user configuration.
4. Click OK.

Related Topics
l

Filtering Lists on page 63

l

Searching for List Entries on page 64

l

Using Custom Filters for the Database Search on page 65

Filtering Lists
You can use the filter dialog box to limit the entries in a list though defined filter criteria. A
filter remains in use until you reset it. The settings in the filter dialog are saved in the user
configuration.
If you want start particular search inquiries more often, use the database search function.
To limit a result set
1. Enter a Filter criteria.
You can use * (asterisk) as a wildcard. The filter is not case-sensitive.
2. Enable the properties to use as filter conditions under Apply to.
3. Enable the option Only show current assignment, to limit the list to objects that
fulfill the filter condition and are already assigned to the base object.
This option is only available for lists with object assignments.
4. Select one of the following actions:
l

Press Apply to filter the results list.

l

Press Show all to show all the objects regardless of the set filters.

l

Press Cancel to exit the query. No objects are shown.
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Example
This filter condition is used to search for all parts of an employee’s full name. This is put
together in the following manner:
Full name
Last name, first name
Example:
Miller, Max
Miller-Mayer, Max
Macmiller, Max
Filter
condition

Description

Find, according to
example

Miller or
*Miller*

Finds all employees whose full name contains
the string 'Miller'.

Miller, Max
Miller-Mayer, Max
Macmiller, Max

Miller*

*Miller

Finds all employees whose full name begins with
the 'Miller'.

Miller, Max

Finds all employees whose full name ends with
the 'Miller'.

No entry

Miller-Mayer, Max

Related Topics
l

Searching for List Entries on page 64

l

Using Custom Filters for the Database Search on page 65

Searching for List Entries
Use the search dialog to search for entries within a list.
To search in a list
1. Open the search dialog with Search... in the context menu, with

or CTRL + F.

2. Enter the Search term or select a previous one from the list using the arrow button.
3. Set the option Case sensitive if required.
4. Start the search with Search or Enter.
5. Use F3 to continue searching.
6. End the search with Esc.
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Table 36: Shortcuts for the Search Dialog Box
Shortcut

Action

Ctrl + F

Open search dialog box.

Enter

Start search.

Esc

End search.

F3

Search next.

For a wider ranging search, use the database search function.

Related Topics
l

Using Custom Filters for the Database Search on page 65

Using Custom Filters for the Database
Search
User filters allow the current user to view specified data according to the conditions they
have selected. Filters should always relate to objects in the context of object definitions.
The main components of a user filter are:
l

A search in the objects' display values

l

A customized search condition (where clause)

l

A full text search

You have the option to set up ad hoc filters and permanent filters. Ad hoc filters are used
for a one-off reduction of list entries. These filters are not saved and are applied to the
data immediately.
A permanent filter is recommended if you want to reuse it more frequently. Permanent
filters are saved in the user configuration and therefore are always available for use.

Detailed information about this topic
l

Using Ad hoc Filters on page 66

l

Using Permanent Filters on page 66

l

Exporting and Importing Filters on page 71

l

Attaching Filters on page 72
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Using Ad hoc Filters
Ad hoc filters are used for a one-off reduction of list entries. These filters are not saved and
are applied to the data immediately.
To start an adhoc search:
1. In the menu, click View | Database search or click Database search on
the toolbar.
The database search is shown as an extension to the navigation view.
2. Under Search in, select the object definition.
All object definitions in the currently selected category are displayed.
3. Enter the search term.
You can use * (asterisk) as a wildcard. Case sensitivity is not taken into account.
Search term examples
abc or abc* - searches for all entries with a display value starting with the
string "abc"
*abc - searches for all entries with a display value ending with the
string "abc"
*abc* - searches for all entries with a display value containing the
string "abc"
4. Enable the option Full text search to conduct a full text search.
To use full text search in the Manager, you must run the Manager over an
application server with an installed search service. For detailed information about
installing an application server for full text search, see the One Identity Manager
Installation Guide.
5. Start the search with Search.
The system searches for the specified search term within the display values of the
selected object definition. The search results are displayed in the result list.
TIP: Press

to set the current query as the default for future search queries.

Related Topics
l

Using Permanent Filters on page 66

l

Search using Full Text on page 69

Using Permanent Filters
In advanced mode, you can run the following database searches:
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l

A search in the objects' display values

l

Customized search condition (where-clause)

l

A full text search with various options

As well as carrying out an ad-hoc search, you can save the search query as a permanent
search filter in advanced mode. Use a wizard to set up permanent filters.
To set up a permanent search filter
1. In the menu, click View | Database search or click
the toolbar.

Database search on

The database search is shown as an extension to the navigation view.
2. Click Advanced in the "Search" box.
This opens the wizard to create the search.
3. To configure a new search, click New searchin the "Saved filters".
4. Select how the search should be run in "Search method". You can select "Full text",
"SQL" or "Wildcard".
5. Select the object definition you want to search in from the Search in menu under
"Search parameter".
The selection list displays the object definitions that are available in the navigation
view category, which you used to start the database search.
Depending on what method you selected, more search parameters appear.
6. Specify any optional parameters.
l

Sort order (optional)
Specify the properties (columns) by which you wish to sort the search results.
Click
to show all available properties according to the object definition. Click
a name to copy it into the input field.

l

Display template (optional)
Use the display template to define how to display the results. Click
to show
all available properties according to the object definition. Click a name to copy
it into the input field.

7. Save the search filter under "Save search".
l

Enter a name and description for the search filter and click Save..

To run a search
1. In the menu, click View | Database search or click
the toolbar.

Database search on

The database search is shown as an extension to the navigation view.
2. Click Advanced in the "Search" box.
This opens the wizard to create the search.
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3. Select a search filter in "Saved filters" and
4. start the search with Search.
NOTE: Permanent search filters are shown in the category My One Identity
Manager | My filters where they can be set up, run and edited.

Detailed information about this topic
l

Search using Wildcards on page 68

l

Searching using SQL Conditions on page 69

l

Search using Full Text on page 69

Related Topics
l

Using Ad hoc Filters on page 66

l

Exporting and Importing Filters on page 71

l

Attaching Filters on page 72

Search using Wildcards
The system searches for the search term in the display values of the selected object
definition, using the wildcards.
To perform a search using wildcards
1. Select the method Wildcard in "Search method".
2. Select the object definition you want to search in from the Search in menu under
"Search parameter".
3. Enter the Search pattern under "Search parameter".
Use of * (asterisk) in the search pattern is permitted.

Search pattern examples
abc* - searches for all entries with a display value starting with the string "abc"
*abc - searches for all entries with a display value ending with the string "abc"
*abc* - searches for all entries with a display value containing the string "abc"
abc - searches for all entries with a display value containing exactly the
string "abc"
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Searching using SQL Conditions
With a condition, the system searches for all entries that match the specified condition and
correspond to the selected object definition.
To perform a search using a condition:
1. Select the method SQL in "Search method".
2. Select the object definition you want to search in from the Search in menu under
"Search parameter".
3. Enter the Search pattern under "Search parameter".
Enter the condition as a WHERE clause for a database query. You can enter the SQL
query directly or with a wizard. Use the Expert view and Simple view buttons to
switch to the appropriate view.

Search using Full Text
The system performs a full text search for the specified search term. To use full text
search in the Manager, you must run the Manager over an application server with an
installed search service.
For detailed information about installing an application server for full text search, see the
One Identity Manager Installation Guide.
To perform a full text search
1. Select the method Full text in "Search method".
2. Select the object definition you want to search in from the Search in menu under
"Search parameter".
3. Enter the Search pattern under "Search parameter".
Table 37: Rules with examples for searching
Example Description
John Doe

Finds John Doe but nor John Donut.
Search results must contain all of the separate terms in the query. A logical
"AND" is applied.

John OR
Doe

Finds Jane Doe and John Donut.

John NOT
Doe

Finds John but not John Doe.

Adding an "OR" between the search terms, acts as a logical OR operator. The
result of this search contain at least one of the two search terms.

Results of this search do not contain the term, which comes after "NOT".
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Example Description
J*

Finds John and Joanna.
The * is a wildcard for any other characters, which complete the term.

Do?

Finds Doe but not Donut.
The ? is a wildcard for one more character, which completes the term.

"John
Doe"

Finds results in which "John" and "Doe"

John
Doe~

Finds Jon Does but also other similar results. A tilde after the search term,
allows the search to find similar results. The means that incorrectly spelled
terms can be found as well.

Results of this search contain the string in quotes as phrase.

You can specify the level of similarity by adding a number between 0 and 1
(with decimal point) after the tilde. The higher the number, the more similar
the results.
During the search, the search strings are broken down into tokens by the search index in
use. The search terms are compared with these tokens.
You can define delimiters in the configuration parameter
"Common\Indexing\IndexNonTokenChars". The configuration parameter can be extended
if certain characters in the search text have linking function.
Alternative tokenizing is used, if the configuration parameter
"Common\Indexing\IndexUseLegacyAnalyzer" is set. The alternative method of tokenizing
is preferable for long tokens. For example, if the string "Department_01" is a token, the
partial string "Department" is considered to be a token.
The following tokens are named.
Table 38: Tokens for alternative tokenizing
Token

Description with Example

Words

Sequence of letters and/or numbers

Enumeration

Words linked by punctuation marks (_-/.,) of which at least every second
one contains a number.
An example is Department_01.
Sequences are also decimal numbers and IP addresses.

Email
addresses

An email address is often made up of first name, last name, company
name and generic top-level domain (for example .com). The order or
spelling of the first and last names may vary (for example, use of
initials). The special character @ and the punctuation mark (.) not only
separate each part of the email address but also links them so that
Examples of email addresses are Ben.King@company.com or
C.Harris@company.com.
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Token

Description with Example

Host names

For example, website.xyz.com

Acronym

For example, U.S.A.

Apostrophe

For example, O'Reilly

@, &
surrounded
by letters

For example, Me&you.

Umlauts such
as ä, ö, ü

For example, Max Müller.

NOTE: Changing the configuration parameter means rebuilding the search index,
which may take some time.

Exporting and Importing Filters
To make customized filters available to other users, you can export and import filters.
To export a filter:
1. In the category My One Identity Manager | My filters, select the filter.
2. Start the export by clicking Export filter... on the context menu.
3. Via the file browser, select the directory path for the report and enter a file name for
the filter.
4. Click Save.
The filter file (*.xml) is created.
To import a filter:
1. Select the category My One Identity Manager | My filters.
2. Start the import by clicking Import filter... on the context menu.
3. Select the filter file from the file browser.
4. Click Open.

Related Topics
l

Using Ad hoc Filters on page 66

l

Using Permanent Filters on page 66

l

Attaching Filters on page 72
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Attaching Filters
You can attach filters to various categories so you can quickly access the filtered objects.
To attach a filter:
1. Select the category My One Identity Manager | My filters.
2. Click Attach... on the context menu.
3. Select one or multiple menu categories to attach the filter to.
4. Click OK.
When you select a category with an attached filter in the navigation view, all objects that
correspond to the filter are displayed on a separate form page. The following functions
are available:
l

l

Double-click an entry in this form page to jump to the corresponding object. The first
available form is opened.
Open the export form via the Export data task or click Export data on the
context menu. The filter condition of the attached filter is already applied as an
export condition.

Related Topics
l

Using Ad hoc Filters on page 66

l

Using Permanent Filters on page 66

l

Exporting and Importing Filters on page 71

l

Exporting Data on page 104

Displaying Advanced Properties of an
Object
NOTE: The Manager must be running in expert mode if you want to show an object's
properties.
To show extended object properties
l

Select the object and open the Properties... from the context menu.

On the General tab you can see the object‘s general properties, for example, ID, status or
primary key.
All the object columns are displayed in a grid on the Properties tab with the values. You
can choose between a simple column view and the advanced view with additional data for
column definitions.
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Table 39: Icon used for Column Properties
Icon

Meaning
Compulsory field.
No viewing permissions.
No edit permissions.

On the Access permissions tab, you can see which permissions are valid for an object
based on permissions groups. The first entry shows the basic permissions for the table. The
permissions for this particular object are displayed beneath that. The other entries show
the column permissions. By double-clicking on a table, an object or a column entry all the
permissions groups are displayed that are used to determine the permissions.
Figure 29: Displaying Object Permissions
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Table 40: Icon used for Permissions
Icon

Meaning
Permissions exist.
Permissions have been removed by the object layer
Permissions limited by conditions.

Related Topics
l

Expert Mode on page 26

Multiple Object Edit
It is possible to edit more than one object of the same object type at the same time in the
Manager. The form tab of the master data form shows the number of selected objects and
the object type. Input fields with different values are labeled with the
icon. When you
edit an input field and save your changes, the change applies to all open objects.
To edit multiple objects at the same time:
1. Select the objects in the result list using Shift + Click or Ctrl + Click.
2. Open the master data form either by pressing Enter, clicking the
list or clicking Tasks | Edit master data in the context menu.

icon in the result

Displaying Reports
The Manager contains various reports about employees and their user accounts,
company structures, resources and system permissions, attestations and compliance
rule violation reports.
To display a report in the Manager
1. Select the object you want to see the report for.
2. Under "Reports" in the task view, select the report.
Use the tooltip to show a more detailed description of a report.
In the report form you can change the window size and switch between pages. The
following table shows other features.
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Table 41: Functions for displaying reports
Button

Description

Key combination

Print

Print report.

CTRL + P

Save

Save report. There are additional save options on the
selection menu.

Send by
email

Send report by email.

Page size

Change page size.

CTRL + SHIFT
+S

Bookmarks

Set bookmark.

Ctrl + B

Parameter

Show the parameters applied when generating the report.

Ctrl + Enter

Find

Search in the report.

Ctrl + F

Full screen

Show full screen preview.

F2

Single page Show a single page.

F3

Page width

F5

Change the page width.

Overview Report for all Assignments
The report "Overview of all Assignments" is displayed for certain objects, for example,
permissions, compliance rules or roles. The report finds all the roles, for example,
departments, cost centers, locations, business roles and IT Shop structures in which there
are employee who own the selected base object. In this case, direct as well as indirect
base object assignments are included.

Example
l

l

l

l

l

If the report is created for a resource, all roles are determined in which there are
employees with this resource.
If the report is created for a group, all roles are determined in which there are
employees with this group.
If the report is created for a compliance rule, all roles are determined in which there
are employees with this compliance rule.
If the report is created for a department, all roles are determined in which
employees of the selected department are also members.
If the report is created for a business role, all roles are determined in which
employees of the selected business role are also members.
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To display detailed information about assignments
l

l

To display the report, select the base object from the navigation or the result list and
select the report Overview of all assignments.
Use the
Used by button in the report's toolbar to select the role class
(department, location, business role or IT Shop structure) for which you determine if
roles exist in which there are employees with the selected base object.
All the roles of the selected role class are shown. The color coding of elements
identifies the role in which there are employees with the selected base object. The
meaning of the report control elements is explained in a separate legend. In the
report's toolbar, click
to open the legend.

l

l

l

Double-click a control to show all child roles belonging to the selected role.
By clicking the
button in a role's control, you display all employees in the role with
the base object.
Use the small arrow next to
to start a wizard that allows you to bookmark this list
of employee for tracking. This creates a new business role to which the employees
are assigned.

Figure 30: Toolbar for Report "Overview of all assignments"

Table 42: Meaning of Icons in the Report Toolbar
Icon

Meaning
Show the legend with the meaning of the report control elements
Saves the current report view as a graphic.
Selects the role class used to generate the report.
Displays all roles or only the affected roles.

Configuring the Infosystem
The Manager infosystem provides data on the system health in the form of diagrams. The
statistics definitions form the basis of the infosystem. These are created centrally.
Every user can set which statistics they want to see and in which order. Use the settings to
do this. The changes are saved to the user configuration so that the last setting used is
shown when the program is restarted.
All the available statistics are grouped by topic in the settings. Each statistic has a title and
a description.
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To display statistics:
l

Open the Manager home page.
On the home page, there are topic-related statistics and cross-functional
statistics available.

l

In the category’s navigation view, click Info System in the menu to open the
statistics.
Topic-related statistics are shown for the category.

l

In the category My One Identity Manager, open the statistics by clicking Info
System on the menu.
Topic-related statistics are shown for all categories.

To select statistics for display
1. Show the statistics and click Settings.
2. Enable or disable statistics by clicking the button in front of the name of the
statistics.
To restore the default settings, click Reset defaults.
1. Click OK.
Figure 31: Statistics settings
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To change the order in which statistics are displayed:
1. Show the statistics and click Settings.
2. Click Change order.
3. Select the statistic that you wish to move. Select multiple statistics using Shift +
Click or Ctrl + Click.
4. Move the selected statistics with the arrow keys.
Table 43: Meaning of the buttons for changing the order
Icon

Meaning
The selected statistics are moved up in the display.
The selected statistics are moved in the display.

To restore the default settings, click Reset defaults.
5. Click OK.
- OR If you wish to make more changes, go back to the Assignment view.

Detailed information about this topic
l

Diagram Types in the Infosystem on page 78

l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide

Diagram Types in the Infosystem
There are several diagram types available for visualizing statistics.

Bar Chart
A bar chart can be used to visualize comparisons between measurements.
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Figure 32: Bar Chart Example

Pie Chart
A pie chart can be used to visualize the measurements as a percentage of the base
measurement.
Figure 33: Pie Chart Example

Line Diagram
A line diagram can be used to visualize a data sequence over a specified time period.
Click with the mouse on a point of measurement and a tooltip showing the measurement
is displayed.
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Figure 34: Line Diagram Example

Traffic light
A traffic light diagram can be used to visualize the state of the system. The state is
indicated by the color.
Table 44: Meaning of the Colors
Color

State

Green

correct

Yellow

acceptable

Red

unacceptable

Figure 35: Traffic Light Example

Tachometer
A tachometer diagram can be used to visualize the state of the system in more detail than
in a traffic light diagram. The base measurement is also displayed. The state is indicated
by the color.
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Figure 36: Tachometer Diagram Example

Thermometer
A thermometer diagram can be used to visualize the state of the system in more detail that
in a traffic light diagram. The state is indicated by a color scale on the side of the diagram.
Figure 37: Thermometer Diagram Example

Table
Choose this diagram type to display the measurements or measurement trends over a
certain timeframe in tabular format.
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Figure 38: Table Example

Committing Data on Change Conflicts
If two users change the same object at the same time, this can cause conflicts when
the object is saved, especially if the same property is changed. In this case, a dialog
box appears when you save the object. You can use this dialog box to view and apply
the changes.
All changes to the object that caused a conflict are shown.
Figure 39: Display of change conflicts

To apply your changes:
l

Select the checkbox in the column Apply? for the values you wish to save.

l

Click OK to close the dialog box.

Table 45: About change conflicts
Column

Description

Property

Property of the object that triggered a change conflict.

Your change

Value of the property you entered and wish to save.

Change made by

Value of the property that had already been saved by the other user.
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Column

Description

other user
Apply?

Specify if your value should be applied.
To apply your value, select the checkbox. Otherwise the system
keeps the value saved by the other user.

Result

Current property value.
When you select the checkbox in the Apply? column, the value you
entered is displayed.
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4

Analyzing Data from the Process
Monitoring System
In the One Identity Manager, you have the option of logging the change history of objects
and their properties. Different methods can be used to track changes within the One
Identity Manager.
In the process view of the Manager, the system shows the process data from running
processes and process steps, the process data for direct database actions and the recorded
data changes in graphical format.
The process view is split into the following:
l

A process data form displaying the process data
The process view's process data form gives the current user an overview of the
actions they have triggered in the system and the resulting processes. This
information is available for the overall process and for individual steps.

l

A log showing the recorded data changes

Prerequisite for displaying the process view:
l

The process view is available only if the configuration parameter
"Common\ProcessState" is enabled and the process monitoring procedure is
configured.
l

l

l

The process view shows the process data only if the process data recording
procedure is configured.
The process view shows the log only if the data change recording procedure is
configured and the current user has as a minimum viewing rights in the tables
Dialogwatch*, DialogProcess* and QBMWatchOperationSummary.

The current user must be able to access the program function "Option to show
process data." (Common_ProcessView) via their system user.

To open the process view:
l

In the Manager menu, click View | Process data
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Detailed information about this topic
l

Displaying Process Data on page 87

l

Displaying Logged Data Changes on page 88

l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide

Functions in the Process View
Table 46: Meaning of toolbar icons in the process data form
Icon Meaning
Reload process data.
Show process data for the current user (object-related process data).
Show process data for the selected object (object-related process data).
Show processes for related objects.
Show substitute processes.
Filter process data by status.
Show data changes for the current user in the log (user-specific changes).
Show data changes to the object selected in the result list in the log (objectrelated changes).
Table 47: Items in the process data form context menu
Context Menu
Item

Meaning

Search...

The system searches for objects in the process view.

Add to favorites

Adds the selected object to your favorites.

Remove from
favorites

Removes the selected object from your favorites.

Task

The object's available forms are shown and you can switch to the
desired form.

Object
This shows the base object of the triggered process
type:<BaseObject>
Show process logs

The log shows the data changes of the selected process (processrelated changes).

Properties...

Show other properties of the active object. This menu item is only
available in expert mode.
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Table 48: Meaning of toolbar icons in the log
Icon Meaning
The selected object appears in the document view.
The display switches to the originally referenced (old) object and this is shown in
document view.
The display switches to the newly referenced object and this is shown in document
view.

Related Topics
l

Expert Mode on page 26

l

Displaying Advanced Properties of an Object on page 72

Configuring the Process Display
The display configuration options can be used to view process information for an activity
and for details and individual steps. You can set which process levels you wish to display
(activities, details, individual steps). You can also define a level of detail to filter the view
of the displayed information for each individual step. The process data can be shown as a
hierarchy in a tree structure, or as a list.
To configure the process view:
1. Select Database | Settings... from the menu.
2. On the Functionality tab, configure the settings
3. Click OK.
Table 49: Configuration of the Process Information View
Setting

Value

Meaning

Display range

Activities

Shows activity information (top hierarchy level).

Details

Shows information about activities and the related
details.

Single
steps

Shows information about activities, details and
individual steps at the select depth.

Single step
details

Basic
Shows single steps with a detail depth of "Basic informinformation ation".
Advanced
Shows single steps with a detail depth of "Enhanced
information information".
Full inform- Shows single steps with a detail depth of "Basic inform-
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Setting

Show whole tree

Show selected
processes
automatically

Value

Meaning

ation

ation", "Enhanced information" and "Full information"
(technical view).

Active

Opens the whole tree hierarchy automatically on loading
the process information view.

Not active

Does not open the whole tree hierarchy on loading the
process information view.

Active

Opens the whole tree hierarchy automatically when a
process is selected.

Not active

Does not open the whole tree hierarchy when a process
is selected.

Related Topics
l

Customizing Program Settings on page 57

Displaying Process Data
The process view's process data form gives the current user an overview of the actions
they have triggered in the system and the resulting processes. This information is available
for the overall process and for individual steps.
To display the recorded process data:
l

l

To show all the current user's processes, click
process data form.

(user-specific) in the

To show all of an object's processes, select the object in the result list and click
(object-specific) in the process data form.

The following process data appears:
Table 50: Logged process data
Information Meaning
Activities

Process data display text for the process.

Status

Process status.

Triggered by

User who triggered the process.

Triggered on

Time of action.

Duration

Processing time.
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Information Meaning
More information

More information on the status, such as attempts to repeat individual
steps or a start time for deferred steps.

Process ID

Unique ID (GenProcID). Changes that can be traced back to the same
cause are given the same GenProcID and are grouped in this way.
TIP: To copy a process ID, click to select the process ID and copy
the process ID to the clipboard using Ctrl + C.

The following icons are used to identify process statuses:
Table 51: Meaning of the icons for the process statuses
Icon

Meaning
Processes successfully completed ("Done" status).
The process is in progress ("Active" status).
An error occurred when running the process ("Error" status).
Process status ("Pending", "Restored", "Frozen", "Not completed" status).
Process dependent on selected process.
Previous substitute process.
Next substitute process.

Related Topics
l

Displaying Logged Data Changes on page 88

Displaying Logged Data Changes
Individual data changes to the process view are displayed in the document view in the
form of a log.
To show recorded data changes:
l

l

l

To show all data changes that were run within a process, select the process in the
process data form and click Show logs for this process in the context menu.
To show all data changes carried out by the current user, click
process data form.

in the

To show all of an object's data changes, select the object in the result list and click
in the process data form.

The data changes log shows the following information.
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Table 52: Information on data changes
Information Meaning
Change
history

This shows the affected object and the changed properties. To give a
better overview, objects are grouped according to the table to which the
dataset belongs.

Change date

Time of action.

Changed by

User who made the changes.

Old value

Column value before the change.

New value

Column value after the change.

Table 53: Meaning of icons in the log
Icon

Meaning
Column
Table
Foreign key
Object

Use the following functions to further track data changes
l

Show a specific object from the change history
Select the entry for the object in the log and click
overview form.

l

. Loads the object and opens the

Show a referenced object from the change history
l

l

Select the entry for the object in the log and click . The display switches to
the originally referenced (old) object and the overview form is opened.
Select the entry for the object in the log and click . The display switches to
the newly referenced object and the overview form is opened.

Related Topics
l

Displaying Process Data on page 87

l

Analyzing Historical Data with TimeTrace on page 90
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5

Analyzing Historical Data with
TimeTrace
Use the TimeTrace function to track changes to an object that were made up to any point in
the past. In its analysis, the TimeTrace function includes the data changes saved to the One
Identity Manager database as well as the records stored in a One Identity Manager History
Database. You can use this to find out who had which permissions at which point in time.
You can apply historical data to the current object and restore the object to the status prior
to the change.
Figure 40: Analyzing historical data

The prerequisite for using the TimeTrace is that data changes are logged within the process
monitoring system. Data changes that are saved in the One Identity Manager database can
be analyzed immediately. The One Identity Manager History Database must be declared in
the One Identity Manager database if archived data is to be included in the TimeTrace
function. Historical data is displayed in the TimeTrace view in the Manager.

Prerequisite for displaying the TimeTrace view:
l

l

The TimeTrace view is available only if the configuration parameter
"Common\ProcessState" is enabled and the process for logging data changes is
configured.
The current user must be able to access the program function "Option to show
TimeTrace" (Common_TimeTrace) via their system user.
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To link a History Database into a TimeTrace
1. Select the category Base Data | General | TimeTrace databases in the
Designer.
2. Select the menu item Object | New.
3. Enter the One Identity Manager History Database's name.
4. Declare the Connection parameter .
a. Open the connection data dialog box using the [...] button next to the text box.
b. Enter the database connection data for the One Identity Manager History
Database.
Table 54: SQL Server Database Connection Data
Data

Description

Server

Database server.

Windows
Specifies whether Windows authentication is used.
authentication
This type of authentication is not recommended. If you
decide to use it anyway, ensure that your environment
supports Windows authentication.
User

Database user.

Password

Database user password.

Database

Database.

Table 55: Oracle Database Connection Data
Data

Description

Direct access (without
Oracle client)

Set this option for direct access.
Deactivate this option for access via Oracle
Clients.
Which connection data is required, depends on
how this option is set.

Server

Database server.

Port

Oracle instance port.

Service name

Service name.

User

Oracle database user.

Password

Database user password.

Data source

TNS alias name from TNSNames.ora.

c. Click OK.
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5. Save the changes.
NOTE: Set the option Disabled to disable the connection at a later time. If a One
Identity Manager History Database is disabled, it is not taken into account when
determining change data in the TimeTrace.

Related Topics
l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide

l

Displaying Change Data on page 92

Displaying Change Data
To display an object's change data:
1. In the Manager, open the TimeTrace view by clicking View | TimeTrace on
the menu.
2. In the Manager, select the object.
3. In the TimeTrace view, click

to enable the change history for this object.

4. Use the
filter (time range) in the toolbar of the TimeTrace view to set the period
for which you want to load the change data. The changes are identified from the One
Identity Manager database and the related history databases.
All change time stamps in the time frame that has been loaded are now shown in the
overview below the timeline.
NOTE: To show changes to assignments for an object, such as a person's assignment
to a department, or a resource's assignment to an organization, select the relevant
assignment form from the task view.
In the TimeTrace view you can then also select a source for which you wish to show
changes. There is an additional selection list Source in which you can select the
relevant assignment or base object.
To select a change time stamp on the timeline:
l

l

l

l

l

Click a label below the timeline to show a part of the timeline in more detail.
Each change time stamp has a label showing the date and time. There is a tooltip for
each change, showing which items of data were changed and by whom.
Select a change time stamp on the timeline or on the label.
If there are multiple change time stamps which are very close together, when you
select a time stamp a context menu appears from which you can choose the specific
change time stamp.
Click the timeline or use Ctrl + Mouse Wheel to zoom in/out of multiple change
time stamps that are situated close together.
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When you select a change time stamp in TimeTrace, the program's document view opens
the object's master data form or the assignment form. Use the timeline or quick edit a
label to choose if you want the object settings or assignments to be displayed in the master
data form before or after the changes have been made.
If an object property has a historical value, this is indicated by an
icon. A tooltip shows
the current value of the property. Click Show this property's change history... from
the context menu to display the recorded data for this property.
You can apply historical data to the current object and restore the object to the status prior
to the change.
To apply the historic values:
1. Click the icon
displayed.

in front of the changed property. The following information is

Table 56: Properties for applying historical data
Data

Meaning

Property These properties are changed when you apply the historical value. The
changes are made immediately or through templates.
New
value

Value of the property; the historical value will then be saved

Old
value

Shows the current value of the property. This value is overwritten if the
historical value is saved.

2. Click Save.
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6

Scheduling Operations Activation
Times
Table 57: Configuration parameters for deferring operations
Configuration Parameter

Meaning

Common\DeferredOperation Preprocessor-relevant configuration parameters to record
deferred operations. If this parameter is enabled, you can
defer running an operation. Changes to the parameter
require recompiling the database.
To run operations later rather than immediately, you can set a run time for individual
operations in the Manager. A run time can be scheduled for various operations. As well as
the standard operations such as creating, changing and deleting an object, you can arrange
for customized methods and events to be run. The DBQueue Processor checks for
scheduled operations and triggers the operation to run when the set time is reached.
To schedule an activation time
l

Set the configuration parameter "Common\DeferredOperation" in the Designer and
compile the database.

Detailed information about this topic
l

Show Scheduled Operations on page 96

l

Setting Activation Times on page 94

Setting Activation Times
To schedule an activation time to create and change an object
1. Select the object you want to set the activation time for.
2. Select Change master data in the task view.
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3. Change the values you wish to edit.
4. Select the menu item Object | Set activation time.
This opens a dialog box where you can set the activation date and time.
5. Specify a change date.
6. Specify the time. To do this, click the hours and minutes and change the settings
using the arrow keys.
Figure 41: Setting the activation time

7. Enter additional information on the operation under Remarks.
8. Click Save.
To schedule a deletion time for an object
1. Select the object you want to schedule to delete.
2. Select the menu item Object | Set deletion time.
3. Specify the deletion date and time.
4. Enter additional information on the operation under Remarks.
5. Click Save.
Input fields scheduled to change at a certain time are marked with extra icons. The new
values are not shown for security reasons.
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Table 58: Labeling the input fields with scheduled changes
Icon Meaning
The value will be changed at a specified time. You can change the value only at the
specified time.
The value will be changed at a specified time.

Related Topics
l

Show Scheduled Operations on page 96

Show Scheduled Operations
To show scheduled operations
l

In the Manager menu, click Database | Show deferred operations.

All scheduled operations are shown on the form along with the time at which they are
scheduled to be run. If the scheduled run time for an operation has passed or an error
occurred when the operation ran, the corresponding entry is marked in red.
Figure 42: Overview of scheduled operations

The following information is shown.
Table 59: Information on data changes
Information

Meaning

Table

Display text of the table to which the record belongs. This is used to
group the objects.

Object

Object affected by the operation.

Operation

Operation that is run for the object.

Time of
execution

Time at which the operation should be run.

Comment

Additional comment on the operation. Click a comment to show the
comment in full.

Created by

User who created the operation.
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To load and display the object for an entry
l

Select the entry from the overview and use
- OR -

l

Double-click the object to load it.

Table 60: Meaning of icons in the form toolbar
Icon Meaning
Show selected object.
Execute scheduled operations now
Delete selected objects.
Re-enable selected objects. If an error occurred during the operation, you can run
the change again.
Reload the data.
Filter view.
To filter the displayed information using defined filter conditions, use the predefined filters
in the form. You can filter according to the statuses of the scheduled operations, or by
scheduled operations.
To filter the information:
1. Open the menu Filter view.
2. Select one or more filters under State or Operation.
To reset a filter:
1. Open the menu Filter view.
2. Select Show all.
Table 61: Predefined filters
Filter
State

Meaning
Outstanding operations

Show or hide outstanding operations.

Expired operations

Show or hide operations whose scheduled run time has
elapsed.

Operation Create object
Change object

Show or hide all entries with the "Create object"
operation.
Show or hide all entries with the "Change object"
operation.
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Filter

Meaning
Delete object

Show or hide all entries with the "Delete object"
operation.

Generate event

Show or hide all entries with the "Generate event"
operation.

Calling methods

Show or hide all entries with the "Calling" operation.

Show all

All scheduled operations are displayed.

Related Topics
l

Setting Activation Times on page 94
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7

Working in Simulation Mode
CAUTION: Only use simulation mode in exceptional cases! During a
simulation, the objects you are editing are locked for other users. Work on
individual administration tools may be restricted. Under certain
circumstances, the One Identity Manager Service stops running further
processes during the simulation phase. Depending on the scope of the
changes, the entire One Identity Manager environment can come to a
standstill.
The Manager can be switched to simulation mode. In this mode you can first record and
analyze the impact of extensive data changes before the changes are finalized.
The following information is recorded during the simulation:
l

Calculation tasks for the DBQueue Processor resulting from the change

l

Trigger changes that result from the change

l

Processes that are generated as a result of the change

l

Objects that are affected by the change

l

Recalculations of compliance rules that result from the change
To do this, enable the plugins "Identity Audit Simulation" and "Identity Audit
Simulation Report" in the program settings.
NOTE: Simulation mode is available only if the current user is authorized to use the
program function "Can start database simulation using frontends." (Common_
Simulation).

To run a simulation:
1. Click Database | Start simulation in the Manager menu.
2. Confirm the security prompt with OK.
The program switches into simulation mode.
3. Make your desired changes.
4. To stop the simulation, click Database | Stop simulation in the Manager
from the menu.
The program switches to standard working mode and shows the simulation log.
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NOTE: The
icon in the program's status bar and a red status bar indicates that
simulation mode is active.
At the end of the simulation, you can save your changes immediately or run them
with a time delay. To do this, click Object | Save or Object | Set change time...
from the menu.
NOTE: To avoid the system being locked for an extensive time frame, a timer exits
simulation mode if a data change is not saved after 5 minutes.

Related Topics
l

Logging simulation data on page 100

l

Exporting Simulation Data on page 102

Logging simulation data
When the simulation is stopped, the recorded changes are loaded and shown in the
program's document view in the form of a log.
NOTE: When closing the log, after confirming the security prompt, you can either
apply the changes immediately or discard the simulation data.
Table 62: Logging simulation data
View

Description

Displayed information

Overview

This gives you an overview of which actions
the applied changes will trigger. You can
export the simulation data and display the
report.

Number of applied changes for
each action.

DBQueue

The DBQueue log shows the following
information. You can show/hide the
additional information using the context
menu.

Operation

Calculation tasks
to be run.

Sort order

Sort order to
process the calculation task.

Process ID

Unique process
ID.

Object

Unique object ID.

Child
object

Unique ID of the
child object.

Process

Name of the

Generated Shows processes and process steps
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View

Description

process

generated during simulation due to the
changes. The individual properties of the
processes and process steps are also
displayed with their actual values.

Trigger
changes

Changed
object

Displayed information
generated
process.

Shows all changes made to objects that
have been triggered during the simulation.

Shows objects and their properties if they
were affected by the changes made during
simulation.

Process
steps

Name of the
generated
process step.

Property

Processes
property or
process step
property.

Value

Property value.

Table

Display text of
the table to which
the record
belongs. This is
used to group the
objects.

Object

Object affected
by the change.

Column

Column that was
changed.

Old value

Column value
before the
change.

New value

Column value
after the change.

Table

Display text of
the table to which
the record
belongs. This is
used to group the
objects.

Object

Object affected
by the change.

Column

Column that was
changed.

Old value

Column value
before the
change.
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View

Description

Displayed information
New value

Rule evalu- During the simulation, the system
Employee
recalculates all the rules that are affected
ation
by the changes. New rule violations and rule
violations that no longer apply as a result of
the recalculation are displayed.
NOTE: The rules can be simulated and
analyzed only if the related plugins
"Identity Audit Simulation" and
"Identity Audit Simulation Report" are
enabled in the program settings.

Rule
violation

Column value
after the change.
Employee who
has newly
violated the rule
or is no longer
violating the rule
for the first time.
Type of change
(rule no longer
violated or new
rule violation)
and the affected
rule.

Description Description of the
rule violation.

Related Topics
l

Exporting Simulation Data on page 102

l

Customizing Program Settings on page 57

Exporting Simulation Data
Table 63: Configuration parameters for exporting simulation data
Configuration Parameter

Meaning

Common\Simulation\ExportReport This configuration parameter contains the name of
the report used for exporting the database simulation results via the front end.
To approve the export of the simulation data:
l

Enable the configuration parameter "Common\Simulation\ExportReport" in the
Designer.

To export and display the simulation data as a report:
1. In the simulation log, select the "Overview" view.
2. Click the

button next to the list of actions.
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3. Use the file browser to select the directory path for the report and enter a file name
for the report.
4. Click Save.
The report is created (*.pdf).
5. Click Yes to show the report now.
NOTE: In the One Identity Manager default installation, the report is created without
simulation data so that the rules can be evaluated.
To change the current report:
l

Enter the technical name of the report as the value of the configuration
parameter "Common\Simulation\ExportReport". Change the configuration
parameter in the Designer.
Table 64: Available simulation reports
Technical name

Description

VID_DatabaseSimulationResult_
Export

This report shows the simulation data without
evaluating the rules (standard report).

VID_DatabaseSimulationResult_
with_Compliance_Export

This report shows the simulation data including
evaluation of the rules.
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Exporting Data
Using the Manager, you can export the data for the application data model. Use an export
form to export data in CSV format. This can then be processed with Microsoft Office Excel
or imported into a different Manager database. You can export all data from a base table,
including all tables that can be accessed from this table using foreign key relationships.
NOTE: Export is only available if the current user is authorized to use the program
function "Can export data." (Common_DatabaseExport).
NOTE: To import data into a One Identity Manager database, use the program Data
Import. For more information, see theOne Identity Manager Configuration Guide.
To create an export
1. In the Managermenu, click Database | Export data to open the export form.
2. Under "Column selection" in the Basic table list, select the table from which you
want to export data.
When you select a database table, the exportable database columns are loaded
and shown as a table. You can see the columns of the selected base table, as well
as all tables that you can access using a foreign key relation, and columns of
these linked tables
3. Select the columns that you wish to export and click Export.
TIP: To select all the columns, click
columns, click .

on the toolbar. To clear all selected

Click
to show the display names or the technical names. The default setting
is configured using the program setting "Apply technical display values".
4. Use the option Export display value to set whether you wish to export actual
values from the column or the display name. This may be necessary for database
columns with special formatting, such as multilingual entries or a specified number
of decimal places.
5. (Optional) Under "Export columns" change the order of the columns to be exported.
Use the buttons on the toolbar of the pane.
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Table 65: Meaning of the items on the column sorting toolbar
Symbol

Meaning
Sort columns alphabetically.
Moves column up.
Moves column down.

6. (Optional) Under "Condition" set a condition to further filter the dataset you wish to
export. The condition is defined as a valid where clause for database queries. You
can enter the SQL query directly or with a wizard. Click
next to the text box to
open the wizard.
7. Under "Export data" click

to create a preview of the export.

The data sets that match the export criteria are shown in a table. Change how the
data is sorted, if necessary. Click a column header in the result list to sort the table
entries by that column.
NOTE: Sorting the preview applies to the data export as well as the onscreen
display. The data is exported as displayed in the preview.
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Figure 43: Export form

8. Start the export by clicking
under "Export data". Use the file browser to select the
directory path for the export and enter a file name for the export.
9. Click Save.
The CSV file with the export data is created.
NOTE: You can also export the file by selecting a menu item in the Manager navigation view. By default, the entries on the result list of the selected menu item are
applied to the export. Under certain circumstances, the generated filter for the data
set to be exported cannot be edited using the database query wizard. In this case,
change the condition directly.

Related Topics
l

Customizing Program Settings on page 57

l

Storing the Export Definition in the User Settings on page 107

l

Storing the Export Definition in a File on page 108

l

Storing the Export Definition as a Single Report on page 108
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Storing the Export Definition in the
User Settings
You can save the export definition in the user configuration and load it again from there.
When you save export definitions to the user configuration, these definitions are only
available to you.
To save an export definition to the user settings:
1. In the Managermenu, click Database | Export data to open the export form.
2. Create the export.
3. Click

in the title bar of the export form.

4. Select the option Save in user settings.
5. Click

next to the Export name input field and give the export definition a name.

6. Click Save.
To load an export definition from the user settings;
1. In the Managermenu, click Database | Export data to open the export form.
2. Click

in the title bar of the export form.

3. Select the option Load from user settings.
4. Select the export definition from the Export name selection list.
5. Click Open.
To delete an export definition from the user settings:
1. In the Managermenu, click Database | Export data to open the export form.
2. Click

in the title bar of the export form.

3. Select the option Save in user settings.
4. Select the export definition from the Export name selection list.
5. Click

next to the Export name input field.

6. Click Cancel to close the window.

Related Topics
l

Storing the Export Definition in a File on page 108

l

Storing the Export Definition as a Single Report on page 108

l

Exporting Data on page 104
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Storing the Export Definition in a File
To make customized export definitions available to other users, you can save the export
definitions in XML files.
To save the export definition to a file:
1. In the Managermenu, click Database | Export data to open the export form.
2. Create the export.
3. Click

in the title bar of the export form.

4. Click Save to file.
5. Open the file browser by pressing the button next to the Filename input field, select
the directory path and enter a name for the export definition.
6. Click Save.
The file is created (*.xml). The file browser is closed. The path and filename are
displayed under Filename.
7. Click Save.
To load an export definition from a file:
1. In the Managermenu, click Database | Export data to open the export form.
2. Click

in the title bar of the export form.

3. Select the option Load from file.
4. Open the file browser by pressing the button next to the Filename input field, select
the directory path and the file with the export definition.
5. Click Open.
The file is loaded (*.xml). The file browser is closed. The path and filename are
displayed under Filename.
6. Click Open.

Related Topics
l

Storing the Export Definition in the User Settings on page 107

l

Storing the Export Definition as a Single Report on page 108

l

Exporting Data on page 104

Storing the Export Definition as a
Single Report
NOTE: This function is only available if the Report Subscription Module is installed.
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The system generates a simple report showing the export definitions that can be displayed
and subscribed to in the Web Portal. You make this report available to Web Portal users.
NOTE: To create the report with the export definition, enable the plugin "Data export
as report" in the Manager settings.
To create a simple report with the export definition
1. In the Managermenu, click Database | Export data to open the export form.
2. Create the export.
3. Click

in the title bar of the export form.

4. Select the option Simple list report.
5. Click

next to the report definition menu.

6. Enter the name of the report in Name.
7. Enter additional information about the report in Description.
8. Click OK.
To make the report available to Web Portal users, assign the report to the employees.

Related Topics
l

Storing the Export Definition in the User Settings on page 107

l

Storing the Export Definition in a File on page 108

l

Exporting Data on page 104

l

One Identity Manager Report Subscriptions Administration Guide
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Checking Data Consistency
The consistency check provides different tests for analyzing data objects and to ascertain
the current state of their data. You can use your own tests as well as the predefined one
and repair the data if necessary.
NOTE: You should run a consistency check at regular intervals or after major changes
to the system configuration.
You can run consistency checks in the Manager and in the Designer. Database tests are
run in their entirety in the Manager and the Designer. In the case of table tests and object
tests in the Manager, the application model is tested and in the Designer, the system
model is tested.
NOTE: The Consistency Editor is only available if the current user is authorized to use
the function "Option to call a consistency check for a database (Common_
ConsistencyCheck)".

Detailed information about this topic
l

Starting the Consistency Check on page 110

l

Recording Test Results on page 114

l

Repairing Errors on page 115

Starting the Consistency Check
NOTE: It is recommended to run consistency checks with an administrative system
user.
Consistency checks of type "Object test" are always run in user context. If the user
does not have any permissions for a certain object, errors may not be identified or
repairing errors may fail.
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To run a consistency check
1. Start the Consistency Editor in the using the menu item Database | Check data
consistency.....DesignerManager
During start up, One Identity Manager schema and database objects are made
available for testing.
2. Specify the test options.
a. Select

in the Consistency Editor toolbar.

b. Enable the tests you want to run and customize them if required.
c. Click OK.
3. Start the consistency check. The following test procedures are available in the
Consistency Editor for this:
l

Check all test objects
Start this test by pressing

in the Consistency Editor toolbar.

NOTE: To exclude individual test objects from the test, select them
before starting the test in the Consistency Editor list view, right-click and
press Deactivate.
l

Checking single test objects
Select the test objects you want from the list and start the test by right-clicking
and pressing Test.
TIP: Use SHIFT + CLICK or CTRL + CLICK to select multiple items for
testing.
NOTE: To stop a test, click

in the Consistency Editor toolbar.

4. Verify error output.
5. Repair errors if necessary.

Related Topics
l

Displaying Test Objects and the Test Status on page 111

l

Specifying Test Options on page 113

l

Recording Test Results on page 114

l

Repairing Errors on page 115

Displaying Test Objects and the Test Status
During Consistency Editor startup, the table definitions from the One Identity Manager
schema are loaded from the database and the database objects are made available for
testing. The database tables, the number of objects per table and the test status are
displayed in the Consistency Editor’s list view.
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TIP: Click with the mouse in a column header to sort by the selected column.
Figure 44: Consistency Editor with Initialized Data

Table 66: List View Information
Column

Meaning

Target

Test object name.

Count

Total number of objects in the database table.

Verified

Test progress in percent.

error

The number of error that occurred during a consistency check.

Status

Current test status. The status is updated during the consistency check.

Table 67: Meaning of List View Icons
Icon

Meaning
Test object is currently being test.
Consistency check was successful for this Test object.
Consistency check for this test object is complete but errors occurred.
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Table 68: List View Context Menu Items
Context Menu
Item

Meaning

Enable

Enables selected test object(s) for the period of the consistency
check.

Disable

Disables selected test object(s) for the period of the consistency
check.

Test

Starts execution of the consistency check for the selected test
object(s).

Skip

Skip the test object during the consistency check.

Specifying Test Options
Before you run a consistency check you should set the test options you require.
To specify test options
1. Select

in the Consistency Editor toolbar.

2. Enable the tests you want to run and customize them if required.
3. Click OK.
Figure 45: Specifying Test Options
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Table 69: Meaning of the Icons for the Test Options
Icon

Meaning
Tests are grouped by themes.
Tests are grouped by types (database, tables , objects).
Tests are displayed as a list.
Tests are grouped by module association.
Tests are displayed with severity level "Error".
Tests are displayed with severity level "Warning".
Tests are displayed with severity level "Information".

Test options are separated into test at database level, table level and object level. There
are already predefined tests available. Use user defined tests to run your own tests. You
can use the scripts from the script library for these tests. All the scripts from the library
that use the following calling syntax are available:
Database test:
Public Sub Methodname (ByRef con As IConnection)
Table test:
Public Sub Methodenname (ByRef dbTable As ITableDef)
Object test:
Public Sub Methodname (ByRef dbObject As ISingleDBObject)

Recording Test Results
During the consistency check, the number of tested objects and the test status is updated in
the editor’s list view. Once the test has completed, any error messages are outputted to
the Consistency Editor error log.
Table 70: Meaning of Icons in the Error Log
Icon

Meaning
Shows all error messages.
Only shows errors in the selected objects list view.
A full description of the error is shown in a separate window.
Fixes the error.
Saves the error messages in a log file.
Deletes the error messages.
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TIP: Double-click an entry and a dialog box appears with a detailed description of the
error.

Related Topics
l

Repairing Errors on page 115

Repairing Errors
NOTE: This Consistency Editor repair function is only available if the current user is
authorized to use the function "Option to start automatic consistency check repair
function (Common_ConsistencyCheck_Repair)".
The button Repair appears in the Consistency Editor error log if it is possible to repair the
error automatically.
To repair incorrect data
l

Select the error in the Consistency Editor log.
TIP: Use SHIFT + CLICK or CTRL + CLICK to select multiple entries for
repair.

l

Start the error correction with Repair.
The error is corrected directly in the connected to the database. Subsequent data
changes are made with the One Identity Manager Service.
NOTE: When you repair templates, dependent objects may also be changed when the
template is rerun. In certain circumstances, this might in result in a large number of
objects being changed, saved and even processes being generated.
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Working with Change Labels
Define change labels under which changes are grouped together in order to swap data
between development and test databases as well as the productive database.
You can create and edit change labels in different One Identity Manager tools. The method
is similar in all tools. Change labels are allocated using different methods depending on the
One Identity Manager tool. Changes are normally allocated before or on saving the changes
in the database.
Change labels are available in the program "Database Transporter" as export criteria for
creating custom configuration packages.
Change labels can contain:
l

Changes to single object properties at a specific point in time
When you create a custom configuration package, single object properties are added
to the transport package. The properties contain the values given at the time they
were added.
IMPORTANT: This is the default process when applying changes in the Designer.
If you apply this method, be consistent in booking all changes to the change
label when the object is saved. It is not possible to add changes of individual
properties to the change label at a later date.

l

Snapshots of an object at a specific point in time, optionally with dependent objects
When you create a custom configuration package, the object is added to the
transport package with all its properties. The properties contain the values given at
the time they were added.

l

Reference to an object, optionally with dependent objects
When you create a custom configuration package, the object is added to the
transport package with all its properties. The properties are determined at the
time of export.
IMPORTANT: Object references cannot be grouped together with changes to
single properties and snapshots of objects in the same change label. Book
object references to their own change labels.
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Detailed information about this topic
l

Creating and Editing a Change Label on page 117

l

Displaying Contents of a Change Label on page 119

l

Booking Changes to a Change Label Retrospectively on page 120

l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide

Creating and Editing a Change Label
NOTE: The Manager must be running in expert mode if you wish to use change
labels.
You can create and edit change labels in different One Identity Manager tools. The method
is similar in all tools and is explained in the following example from the Manager.
To create or edit change labels
1.

In the Manager menu, click Database | Change management....

2. In the dialog box "Edit change labels...", select the icon
labels.

next to the list Change

A dialog box for editing change labels is opened.
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Figure 46: Edit view for creating and editing change labels

3. Create a new change label with the

button.

- OR Select a change label and open the edit view with the

button.

4. Enter the change label data.
Table 71: Properties of Change Labels
Property

Meaning

Change
labels

Change label name. This name is used to select the change label for
allocating the changes or creating a customer transport package.

Description Detailed description of the change label.
Parent
change
label

Optional parent change label entry.

Status

Status of object changes, for example: development, test, production.

Status
comments

Additional status comments.
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Property

Meaning

Comments

Additional information to be able to trace changes to change label.

Label type

Label type for further classification. Label type "Change" is used by
default.

Locked

Indicates whether a change label is locked. If a change label is locked,
no further changes can be booked to this label.

5. Click the

button.

6. Click OK.
This closes the dialog box. The change label is preselected in the Change label.
To delete a change label
1. In the Manager menu, select Database | Edit change labels...
2. Click the

button next to the Change labels list.

A dialog box for creating and editing change labels opens.
3. Select the change label you want to delete and click the

button.

4. Confirm the security prompt with Yes.
5. To close the dialog box, click Cancel.
6. To close the dialog box, "Edit change labels..." click OK.

Related Topics
l

Expert Mode on page 26

l

Booking Changes to a Change Label Retrospectively on page 120

Displaying Contents of a Change Label
To display the contents of a change label
1. Select Database | Change management... from the menu in the Manager.
2. In the dialog box "Edit change labels...", select the change label you want from the
Change labels list.
l

Under "Assigned changes" you can see all the changes made to individual
object settings as well as all snapshots of objects.

l

All references to objects are shown under "Assigned objects".
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TIP:
l

Use CTRL+F to search within a change label.

l

You can edit the changes to a certain amount under "Assigned changes".
l

l

l

Use the context menu to change the order of the changes within a change
label. This order is taken into account when the changes are transported.
The content of a change to an object is in XML format. It defines whether
the change creates, changes or deletes a property or whether it is to do
with the object's snapshot. To display a change's XML definition, use Edit
change data in the context menu.

You can find an overview of change labels in the Designer under Base Data |
General | Change labels. However, you do not have any edit options here.

Related Topics
l

Creating and Editing a Change Label on page 117

l

Booking Changes to a Change Label Retrospectively on page 120

Booking Changes to a Change Label
Retrospectively
You can select individual objects and their dependencies from any objects in the database
and book them to a change label. You can book objects as snapshots or references
depending on which One Identity Manager tool it applies to.
IMPORTANT: Object references cannot be grouped together with changes to single
properties and snapshots of objects in the same change label. Book object references
to their own change labels.
NOTE: It is not possible to add changes of single properties to the change label at a
later date.
In certain cases, it is necessary to add the dependent objects to the change label as well.
For example, if processes are being transported, the dependent process steps, process
parameters and events should also be transported. This is also true for approval policies,
approval workflows, approval steps and approval procedures.
To book objects to a change label retrospectively
1. Select Database | Change management... from the menu in the Manager.
2. In the dialog box "Edit change labels...", select the change label using the Change
label list.
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3. Select the database table from the Table list from which you want to copy objects to
the change label.
4. To limit the number of objects found
a. Click

next to the Table menu.

b. Enter a condition in the "Filter".
Enter the condition as a WHERE clause for a database query. You can enter the
database query directly as in SQL or use the wizard, which you open by clicking
on the
button next to the text box.
c. Click Log in.
5. To map dependent objects
a. Click

next to the Table menu.

This opens a separate selection box that displays the ChildRelation (CR),
ForeignKey (FK) and many-to-many relations for the selected database table.
b. Under "Table relations" enable the desired table relations.
When you select and assign an object, the objects linked by these table
relationships are marked with the same change label.
6. Select the desired objects in the "Objects list".
l

Click

to add all the selected objects to the change label as a reference.

l

Click

to add all the selected objects to the change label as a snapshot.

TIP: Multi-select objects using SHIFT + CLICK or CTRL + CLICK.
TIP: You can also add an object to a change labels using the object's property dialog
box.
l

Select the object and open the Properties... from the context menu. You can
see which change labels the object belongs to on the Change labels tag.
Here you can assign a new or an existing change label to the object and its
dependent objects. You can define whether the object is labeled as a change to
object data (QBMTaggedChange) or as an object reference (DialogTaggedItem)
when you save the change label.

To remove objects from a change label
1. Select Database | Change management... from the menu in the Manager.
2. In the dialog box "Edit change labels...", select the change label using the Change
label list.
All objects assigned to this change label are displayed.
3. Select the objects you want to remove from the change label in the "Assigned
changes" or "Assigned objects" list.
TIP: Multi-select objects using SHIFT + CLICK or CTRL + CLICK.
4. Click the

button to remove the objects from the change label.
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Related Topics
l

Creating and Editing a Change Label on page 117

l

Displaying Contents of a Change Label on page 119
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Error Search
This section explains the various options for localizing errors within the One Identity
Manager tools. The One Identity Manager provides extensive options for localizing errors
while executing processes. For more detailed information about troubleshooting, see the
One Identity Manager Configuration Guide.

Which Modules and Versions are
Installed?
The modules to be installed are selected when the database is configured.
To obtain an overview of the system configuration
l

Start the Designer or the Manager and select the menu item Help | Info.
The System information tab gives you an overview of your system configuration.
Have this information available when you contact support.
NOTE: This report is sent once a month to One Identity after you have enabled
vendor notification.

Which Authentication Module is the
Current User Using?
One Identity Manager uses different authentication modules for logging in to administration
tools. Authentication modules identify the system users to be used and load the user
interface and database resource editing permissions depending on their permission group
memberships.
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To identify the current authentication module for the current user
l

Double-click the
the program.

icon in the status bar to display more user information in

The System user tab shows the following information on the authentication module
being used.
Authenticated
by

Name of the authentication module used for logging in.

Employee UID
(UserUID)

Unique ID for the current user’s employee if an employee-related
authentication module is used to log in.

Related Topics
l

Which System User is the Current User Using? on page 124

l

Which Permissions Apply to the Current User? on page 125

l

Which Program Functions are Available to the Current User? on page 125

Which System User is the Current
User Using?
Users log in to the running administration tool using a system ID. Permitted system user
IDs are determined by the authentication module you select. When the system user logs in
to the One Identity Manager administration tools, the user interface is displayed and
editing rights are assigned depending on the permissions groups to which the user belongs.
To identify the current system user for the current user:
l

Double-click the
the program.

icon in the status bar to display more user information in

The System user tab shows the following system information:
System
user

Name of system user

Dynamic The current user uses a dynamic system user. Dynamic system users
user
are applied when a role-based authentication module is used to log in.

Related Topics
l

Which Authentication Module is the Current User Using? on page 123

l

Which Permissions Apply to the Current User? on page 125
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l

Which Program Functions are Available to the Current User? on page 125

l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide

Which Permissions Apply to the
Current User?
The user interface displayed to and editing rights available to the current user depend on
the permissions groups to which their system user belongs.
To identify the current permissions rights for the current user:
l

Double-click the
the program.

icon in the status bar to display more user information in

The Permissions groups tab lists the permissions groups to which the user
belongs.
NOTE: On the System user tab, the Read-only option shows if the current
system user has read-only rights only. If so, the user is not permitted to
change data.
To identify which permissions are assigned to the current user for an object:
l

Select the object for which you want to see the permissions.

l

Select Settings... from the context menu.
On the Access permissions tab, you can see which permissions are valid for an
object based on permissions groups.

Related Topics
l

Which Authentication Module is the Current User Using? on page 123

l

Which System User is the Current User Using? on page 124

l

Which Program Functions are Available to the Current User? on page 125

l

Displaying Advanced Properties of an Object on page 72

l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide

Which Program Functions are Available
to the Current User?
Some functions in the One Identity Managertools are available only if the program
functions are assigned to the current user. This includes data export from the Manager,
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calling the SQL Editor in the Designer or showing DBQueue Processor information in all
programs, as examples.
To identify the program functions available to the current user:
l

Double-click the
the program.

icon in the status bar to display more user information in

The Program functions tab shows the program functions that are available.

Related Topics
l

Which Authentication Module is the Current User Using? on page 123

l

Which System User is the Current User Using? on page 124

l

Which Permissions Apply to the Current User? on page 125

l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide

Error Message Window
Error messages are shown in a separate window in One Identity Manager tools. In addition,
a more detailed description of the error is displayed.
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Figure 47: Error Message Window

Configure the amount of information to be displayed using the options in the error
message window.
To change options
l

Open the configuration with the

button and enable or disable the options you want.

NOTE: The button Send as mail creates a new email message in the default mail
program and copies over the error text.
Table 72: Options for Displaying Error Messages
Option

Meaning

Show previous errors

Specifies whether all previous errors that lead to the current
error, should also be shown.

Show One Identity
error numbers

Specifies whether internal error numbers are shown.

Show error positions

Specifies whether error position are also shown in the program
code.
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Option

Meaning

Wrap long lines

Specifies whether long error messages are wrapped.

Show only user
relevant

Specifies whether all error messages or only message classified
as "user relevant" are shown.

Show asynchronous
calls

Specifies whether error messages in asynchronous method calls
are shown.

Show crash report

Specifies whether error messages from the crash recorder are
shown.

Displaying Messages in the Error Log
A program's error log, as in the Manager for example, collects all the messages, such as
error messages and warnings, that have occurred since the program started. The error log
is reinitialized when the program is restarted.
NOTE: The
icon in the program’s status bar indicates new messages in the error
log. Double-click the icon to open the display.
To display items from error log
1. In the Manager, go to View | Error log.
2. Enable the

view in the error log toolbar.

TIP: Double-click a message to open more details in a separate dialog box.
Figure 48: Detailed information about a message
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You can configure how the messages are displayed in the error log. To do this, switch the
error log to advanced mode by clicking
on the right of the column headers. Here you
have the possibility to debug individual actions.
Figure 49: Simple Error Log (above) and Advanced Error Log (below)

Table 73: Meaning of Icons in the Error Log
Icon

Meaning
Logs all critical error messages. (Severity level = Fatal)
Logs all information. (Severity level = Info)
Logs all warnings. (Severity level = Warning)
Logs all error messages. (Severity level = error)
Logs debugger output. This setting should only be used for testing. (Severity level
= Debug)
Logs highly detailed information. This setting should only be used for analysis
purposes. The log file quickly becomes large and cumbersome. (Severity level =
Trace)
Adds a custom filter condition.
Deletes filter condition.
Searches for term.
Searches next term.
Marks all messages with a specific term.

Buffer Sets the message buffer size. The buffer's level is displayed next to the text box.
size
Deletes the buffer contents.
Stops logging.
Starts logging.
Saves log to file.
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Icon

Meaning
Specifies which column are displayed in the error log.
Copies selected messages to the clipboard.
Opens the error log with a text editor.

The following information is displayed about a message. The range of information depends
on the severity level of a message.
Table 74: Information about a message
Detail

Description

Severity level

Level of information supplied for the message.

Timestamp

Time and date of the log entry.

Logger name

One Identity Manager component from which the message was sent.

Message

Logged message.

Error Message

Detailed error message.

Data

Additional data about the message.

Sequence ID

Number of the line in the error log.

Stack trace

Complete stack trace for the error message.

Session ID

Session identification number.
NOTE: If there is a filter set on the session ID, only the messages
for this session are displayed, for example, loading collections and
single objects. If no filter is set, action outside the connection, for
example, loading table definitions or configuration parameters are
displayed.

TIP: You can apply different filters to limit the information being displayed. Click the
arrow in the column header and select a filter. The
icon in the log toolbar shows
whether a filter is active.

Related Topics
l

Displaying Messages in the Database Journal on page 131

l

Entering Custom Filter Conditions on page 46

l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide
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Displaying Messages in the Database
Journal
The database journal is used to store information, warning and error messages from
different components of One Identity Manager, for example, DBQueue Processor,
Configuration Wizard or One Identity Manager Service. Actions in the program "Job Queue
Info", such as re-enabling process steps, are also written to the database journal.
To display items from database journal
1. In the Manager, go to View | Error log.
2. Enable the

view in the error log toolbar.

TIP: You can apply different filters to limit the information being displayed. Click the
arrow in the column header and select a filter. The
icon in the log toolbar shows
whether a filter is active.
Table 75: Displaying Messages in the Database Journal
Icon

Meaning
Information is written to the error log/database journal.
A warning has been written to the database journal.
A error has been written to the database journal.

TIP: Double-click a message to open more details in a separate dialog box.
Figure 50: Detailed Information about a Message
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The following information is displayed about a message. The range of information depends
on the type of message.
Table 76: Information about a message
Detail

Description

Message

Logged message.

Program

One Identity Manager component from which the message was
sent.

Host

Computer from which the action was started.

Logged in system
user

System user that triggered the action.

Type

Type of message. (W= Warning, I = Info, E = Error, T = Trace)

Date

Time and date of the log entry.

Related Topics
l

Displaying Messages in the Error Log on page 128

l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide

Error Log File
Each One Identity Manager component supports message logging using the integrated NLog
functionality.
In the One Identity Manager default installation, the log files are written to the directory
%LocalAppData%\One Identity\One Identity Manager\<appName> under the name
<appName>.log, where appName is the name of the One Identity Manager component. All
messages with a minimum information level of "info", are recorded in the <appName>.log.
The files are kept for 7 days and backed up daily. All messages with the information level
"fatal" are additionally recorded in the event log for the source One IdentityOne Identity
Manager <appName>.
The configuration of the logs is defined in the global configuration file globallog.config.
This file is referenced in the One Identity Manager component's configuration files.

Related Topics
l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide
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How To? - Quick guides
There is also a collection of quick reference guides to common functions of the One
Identity Manager.

Enabling other Login Languages
The display text appears in the language that the user logged on to the tool with. When you
log in the first time, the system language is used for displaying the user interface. The user
can change the login language in any administration tool. This sets the language globally
for all the tools that the user uses. Therefore the user does not have to set the login
language in every tool separately. Changes to the login language take effect after the tool
has been restarted.
All languages set with the option Select in front-end are available as login language.
To make other login language available
1. Select the category Base Data | Localization | Cultures in the Designer.
2. Select the language.
3. Set the option Select in front-end.

Detailed information about this topic
l

General Program Settings on page 60

l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide

Enabling Configuration Parameters
Use configuration parameters to configure the behavior of the system's basic settings. One
Identity Manager provides default settings for different configuration parameters. Check
the configuration parameters and modify them as necessary to suit your requirements.
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Configuration parameters are defined in the One Identity Manager modules. Each One
Identity Manager module can also install configuration parameters. You can find an
overview of all configuration parameters in the category Base data | General |
Configuration parameters in the Designer.
To enable a configuration parameter:
1. Select the category Base data | General | Configuration parameters in
the Designer.
2. Start the Configuration Parameter Editor from Edit configuration parameters in
the task view.
3. Select the configuration parameter and select the checkbox next to its name.
4. If a function prompts you for a certain configuration parameter value, then change
the Value in the Properties view.
5. Save the changes to the database using Database | Commit to database....
6. Click Save.
NOTE: Compile the database if the configuration parameter is preprocessor-relevant.

Detailed information about this topic
l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide

Related Topics
l

Compiling the Database on page 135

Enabling Time Schedules
Frequently, you need to run processes and calculation tasks at specified time intervals. To
make this possible, you can define schedules in the One Identity Manager. Schedules are
required, for example, for scheduled execution of processes within process handling or for
different calculation tasks within One Identity Manager. A schedule can be in control of
several tasks. Execution times are configured in a schedule for the tasks to be executed.
To activate a schedule:
1. Select the category Base Data | General | Schedules in the Designer.
2. Select the schedule.
3. Set the option Enabled.
4. Save the changes to the database using Database | Commit to database....
5. Click Save.
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Detailed information about this topic
l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide

Compiling the Database
The One Identity Manager database must be compiled after changes to configuration data.
The Database Compiler compiles the One Identity Manager database after changes are
made to processes, scripts, templates, object definitions, method definitions and
preprocessor-relevant configuration parameters.

prerequisites
Before you begin the compilation, all the DBQueue Processor tasks have to be processed. If
there are still outstanding tasks on the database, you are notified by the Database
Compiler. In this case the compilation cannot go ahead.
To compile a database
1. In the Designer menu, click Database | Compile database....
2. On the Database Compiler start page, click Next.
3. The components to be compiled are displayed on the Compiler settings page.
a. Check the compiler settings.
b. If necessary, select other components to be compiled.
c. To start compiling, click Next.
This starts the compilation process. This may take some time.
4. The results of the compilation process are shown on the Compilation page. Click
Next after compilation is complete.
5. Click Finish on the last page to end the program.

Detailed information about this topic
l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide

Displaying Statistics in the Manager
Infosystem
The Manager infosystem provides data on the system health in the form of diagrams.
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To display statistics in the Manager:
l

Open the Manager home page.
On the home page, there are topic-related statistics and cross-functional
statistics available.

l

In the category’s navigation view, click Info System in the menu to open the
statistics.
Topic-related statistics are shown for the category.

l

In the category My One Identity Manager, open the statistics by clicking Info
System on the menu.
Topic-related statistics are shown for all categories.

Detailed information about this topic
l

Configuring the Infosystem on page 76

Displaying Reports in the Manager
The Manager contains various reports about employees and their user accounts,
company structures, resources and system permissions, attestations and compliance
rule violation reports.
To display a report in the Manager
1. Select the object you want to see the report for.
2. Under "Reports" in the task view, select the report.
Use the tooltip to show a more detailed description of a report.

Detailed information about this topic
l

Displaying Reports on page 74

Enabling Authentication Modules
One Identity Manager uses different authentication modules for logging in to administration
tools. Authentication modules identify the system users to be used and load the user
interface and database resource editing permissions depending on their permission group
memberships.
NOTE: After initial schema installation, only the authentication modules "system
user" and "ComponentAuthenticator" and role-based authentication modules are
enabled in the One Identity Manager.
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To enable other authentication modules
1. Select the category Base Data | Security settings | Authentication modules in
the Designer.
2. Select the authentication module and set the option Enabled to "True".
3. Save the changes to the database using Database | Commit to database....
4. Click Save.
This allows you to log in to the assigned application using this authentication module.
Ensure that users found through the authentication module have the required
permissions to use the program.

Detailed information about this topic
l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide

Related Topics
l

Logging into One Identity Manager Tools on page 8

Reusing Templates
You can use templates in the One Identity Manager to populate columns with default values
or to map a column value from another column. With the Manager you can explicitly update
an object's template-based column values.
To reapply templates to the current object:
1. In the Manager, select the object to which you wish to reapply the template.
2. Select Change master data in the task view.
3. In the menu, click Object | Reapply templates.
4. Save the changes.
NOTE: When value templates are in use, all the columns that are affected are
therefore also loaded if they are not on the current form in the Manager.
NOTE: When an object's value template is recalculated, this can also change large
numbers of dependent objects and generate processes.

Detailed information about this topic
l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide
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Stopping the Entire System
(emergency stop)
In certain circumstances, situations can occur in the system that require processing by One
Identity Manager Service and processing of tasks by the DBQueue Processor to be stopped.
To analyze this situation and to take the necessary steps to solve the problem where
necessary, the system can be stopped in Job Queue Info and started again once the
problem has been fixed.
To stop processing entirely
l

In the Job Queue Info, click Help | Emergency stop.

l

To stop DBQueue Processor processing, click DBQueue Processor.
From this point on no new calculations are carried out in the database.
NOTE: After the problem has been fixed, the DBQueue Processor can be started
again using the same button.

l

Click the One Identity Manager Service button to stop collection of process steps for
all One Identity Manager Services.
Process steps that have already been collected are still processed but no new process
step are sent to the services.
NOTE: After the problem has been fixed, the service can be started again using
the same button.

Detailed information about this topic
l

One Identity Manager Configuration Guide
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About us

About us

One Identity solutions eliminate the complexities and time-consuming processes often
required to govern identities, manage privileged accounts and control access. Our solutions
enhance business agility while addressing your IAM challenges with on-premises, cloud and
hybrid environments.

Contacting us
For sales or other inquiries, visit https://www.oneidentity.com/company/contact-us.aspx
or call +1-800-306-9329.

Technical support resources
Technical support is available to One Identity customers with a valid maintenance contract
and customers who have trial versions. You can access the Support Portal at
https://support.oneidentity.com/.
The Support Portal provides self-help tools you can use to solve problems quickly and
independently, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The Support Portal enables you to:
l

Submit and manage a Service Request

l

View Knowledge Base articles

l

Sign up for product notifications

l

Download software and technical documentation

l

View how-to-videos at www.YouTube.com/OneIdentity

l

Engage in community discussions

l

Chat with support engineers online

l

View services to assist you with your product
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